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QUALITY
COMMUNITIES
RETREAT
The Quality Communities Retreat is a special pilot of a new, intimate and
technical assistance format for community leaders. Held in two sessions, it
is a cohort of four communities attending a one-day retreat to gain projectspecific advice from an interdisciplinary panel of professionals.
In the weeks prior to the retreat, the IQC team met the community delegation
for half-day on-site meetings. During these meetings, the IQC Team
ascertained relevant details of the proposed projects to bring forward to the
retreat, took photographs, made observations, and collected other relevant
data. After those site visits, the IQC Team developed a narrative case study
on each communities’ project site, supported by photos and graphics, and
compiled them in this Briefing Book.
During this one-day retreat, the four Community Delegations joined creative forces with the IQC team,
and a resource team of interdisciplinary planning and design professionals. The retreat featured a
facilitated session focusing on each community, during which the participants offered project-specific
advice, best practices, examples, and conceptual guidance. After the meeting, the IQC team prepared
this meeting summary that covers key takeaways from the discussion on each community project,
including sketches, diagrams, maps, photographs, and renderings as needed to illustrate discussion
points. Also there is a how-to guide to assist in implementation of all these concepts.
The Quality Communities Retreat builds on IQC’s experience hosting a regional session of the Mayors’
Institute on City Design (MICD) in 2019. MICD is a national initiative of the US Conference of Mayors
and National Endowment for the Arts, which follows a similar retreat format to equip mayors with
knowledge of design principles and best practices related to projects they are pursuing.
The two sessions of the retreat were held on Monday, November 9th, 2020 (Session I), and Wednesday,
November 18th (Session II), in Norman.
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LAND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Long before the University of Oklahoma was established, the land
on which the University now resides was the traditional home of the
“Hasinais (ha-see-nai)” Caddo (caeh-doe) Nation and “Kirikirish (kitiki-ti’sh)” Wichita & Affiliated Tribes.
We acknowledge this territory once also served as a hunting ground,
trade exchange point, and migration route for the Apache, Comanche,
Kiowa and Osage nations.
Today, 39 Tribal Nations dwell in the state of Oklahumma (Oklahoma)
as a result of settler colonial policies that were designed to remove
Indigenous people.
The University of Oklahoma recognizes the historical connection our
university has with Indigenous communities. We acknowledge, honor,
and respect the diverse Indigenous peoples connected to this land.
We fully recognize, support, and advocate for the sovereign rights
of all of the 39 Tribal Nations in Oklahoma. This acknowledgment
is aligned with our university’s core value of creating a diverse and
inclusive community. It is an institutional responsibility to recognize
and acknowledge the peoples, cultures, and histories that make up
our entire OU Community.

Created by LAS Working Group. Learn more at OU Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: https://
www.ou.edu/diversity
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PROGRAM SPONSORS
The Mayors’ Institute on City Design (MICD) is a leadership initiative
of the National Endowment for the Arts in partnership with the
United States Conference of Mayors. Since 1986, the Mayors’
Institute has helped transform communities through design by
preparing mayors to be the chief urban designers of their cities.
This event is supported by funding from the United States
Conference of Mayors through the MICD Partnership. The
Mayors’ Institute on City Design is a National Endowment for the
Arts leadership initiative in partnership with the United States
Conference of Mayors.

MICD.ORG

The Oklahoma Municipal League serves as the individual and
collective voice of local government officials in interactions at
both the state and national levels. The League provides services
and programs to its members to assist them in better serving their
citizens and communities and acts as a clearinghouse to offer
services which individual cities and towns do not have the time,
money, or expertise to provide alone.
Funding to support the participation of OML-member cities Davis,
Edmond, Langston, Midwest City, Okemah, Oklahoma City, and
Sand Springs has been provided by the Oklahoma Municipal
League. OML is the authoritative source of information, training,
and resources on effective local government, and is recognized as
the respected voice of Oklahoma municipalities in the state.

OML.ORG
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CHRISTOPHER C. GIBBS COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE

INSTITUTE FOR QUALITY COMMUNITIES

The UNIVERSITY of OKLAHOMA

The Institute for Quality Communities is a community engagement
program in the University of Oklahoma Christopher C. Gibbs
College of Architecture. IQC partners with Oklahoma communities
to address local challenges, and brings best practices to
Oklahomans through the biennial Placemaking Conference.
IQC manages the Environmental Design degree program for
undergraduate students.
IQC serves Oklahoma’s towns and cities while educating the
next generation of leaders. The community is our classroom for
interdisciplinary teams of students. We build partnerships with
mayors, city managers, and civic organizations across Oklahoma
to identify challenges in the built environment. Students learn by
experience to gather community input, analyze existing conditions,
and develop conceptual planning and design solutions. These
partnerships enhance learning and help Oklahomans reshape their
towns and cities in ways that improve health, economy, and quality
of life.
We have completed more than 50 community projects in 28
Oklahoma counties. These have resulted in formally adopted plans,
successful grant applications, and implemented changes.
IQC connects Oklahomans with stories and ideas that inspire
them to take action. We host the Placemaking Conference, a
biennial event featuring nationally-renowned experts in city design
and development. The Placemaking Conference is about how we
design and build towns and cities. Design of the built environment
is of critical importance to challenges facing Oklahoma, with links
to important outcomes in public health, fiscal solvency of local
government, economic development, and talent retention.
The Placemaking Conference has attracted a total of 3,000 visitors
from 60 Oklahoma counties. Holding this conference is an essential
component of our efforts to reach community advocates, civic
leaders, and industry professionals.

IQC.OU.EDU
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OU INSTITUTE FOR QUALITY COMMUNITIES
Leadership

Team
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Executive Director

Graduate Assistant

Graduate Assistant
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Associate Director

Graduate Assistant

Graduate Assistant

Ronald Frantz

Mumuchhu Gurung

Director of Small Town Studios,
Wick Cary Professor

Graduate Assistant
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AGENDA
SESSION I - NOVEMBER 9TH

SESSION II - NOVEMBER 18TH

8:00 a.m.

Virtual Attendee System Test (Optional)
In-Person Attendee Arrival & Parking

8:00 a.m.

Virtual Attendee System Test (Optional)

8:30 a.m.

Opening Remarks & Overview

8:30 a.m.

Opening Remarks & Overview

9:00 a.m.

Resource Team: Gina Sofola

9:00 a.m.

Resource Team: Paulina Baeza

9:20 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

Davis Briefing: Bethany Grissom
Discussion of Davis

9:20 a.m.

10:25 a.m.

5-minute Break

9:30 a.m.

Sand Springs Briefing: Mumuchhu 		
Gurung
Discussion of Sand Springs

10:30 a.m.

Resource Team: Kelly Tompkins

10:25 a.m.

5-minute Break

10:50 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Okemah Briefing: Matthew Kessler
Discussion of Okemah

10:30 a.m.

Resource Team: Shawn Schaefer

12:00 p.m.

1 Hour Lunch Break

10:50 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Edmond Briefing: Naoki Tsuruta
Discussion of Edmond

1:00 p.m.

Resource Team: Fred Schmidt

12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

1 Hour Lunch Break
Resource Team: Stacy Tomas

1:20 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Langston Briefing: Mumuchhu Gurung
Discussion of Langston

1:20 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Eufaula Briefing: Alice Calmon
Discussion of Eufaula

2:25 p.m.

10-minute Break

2:25 p.m.

10-minute Break

2:35 p.m.

Resource Team: AJ Kirkpatrick

2:35 p.m.

Resource Team: Bret Betnar

2:55 p.m.
3:05 p.m.

Midwest City Briefing: Matthew Kessler
Discussion of Midwest City

2:55 p.m.
3:05 p.m.

Asian District Briefing: Naoki Tsuruta
Discussion of Asian District

4:00 p.m.

Concluding Remarks & Closing Thoughts
Meeting Evaluation Form

4:00 p.m.

Concluding Remarks & Closing Thoughts
Meeting Evaluation Form

5:00 p.m.

Dismissal

5:00 p.m.

Dismissal
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PARTICIPANTS (SESSION I)

Davis

Langston

Stephanie Calistro

Sheila Stevenson

Executive Director, Davis Chamber of Commerce

Mayor, City of Langston

Ralph Coppenbarger

Clinton Winfrey

City Planner, City of Davis

Chief, Langston Volunteer Fire Department

Andy Holland

Bobby Anderson

City Manager, City of Davis

Asst. Chief, Langston Volunteer Fire Department

Midwest City

Okemah

Robert Coleman

Andy Tucker

Director of Economic Development, City of
Midwest City

Economic Development Director, City of Okemah

Billy Harless

Jim Bill Copeland

Community Development Director, City of
Midwest City
Petya Stefanoff
Comprehensive Planner, City of Midwest City

Interim City Manager, City of Okemah
Chris Dixon
President, BancFirst Okemah
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PARTICIPANTS (SESSION II)

Asian District

Edmond

Ryan McMullen

David Chapman

Placemaking Chair, Asian District Cultural
Association

City Council, City of Edmond

Jenny Nguyen

Cinda Covel

Marketing Chair, Asian District Cultural
Association
Thuan Nguyen
President, Asian District Cultural Association

City Clerk/Art Liaison, City of Edmond
Folasayo Salami
Planner, City of Edmond

Eufaula

Sand Springs

Jacob Foos

Brad Bates

City Manager, City of Eufaula

City Planner, City of Sand Springs

Pam Rossi

Grant Gerondale

Executive Director, Eufaula Area Chamber of
Commerce

Community Development Director, City of Sand
Springs

Adam White

Beau Wilson

Tourism & Economic Development Director, City
of Eufaula

City Council, City of Sand Springs

RESOURCE TEAM (SESSION I)
AJ Kirkpatrick
Director of Urban
Planning
ADG

AJ has nearly 15 years of experience in urban
planning and community building efforts.
His intense passion for urban cores and
neighborhood nodes of all shapes and sizes
makes him an incredible Director of Urban
Planning. He has developed expertise in
walkability, transit and parking as well as creative
uses of GIS. Possessing both the abilities to plan
and to execute, AJ brings his strong community
connections formed while working for the City of
Oklahoma City to ADG, having managed one of
the nation’s most complex Business Improvement
Districts (BIDs) at Downtown OKC, Inc.
Gina Sofola
Founder and Owner
Sofola & Associates

Gina Sofola is founder and owner of Sofola &
Associates Inc. She has over 30 years’ experience
in real estate, construction, and facility operations
including thirteen (13) years of resource
development, brand establishment, and business
development experience, and sixteen (16) years
of supervisory experience focused on team
building, staff development, and identifying
“Right Function – Right Fit”. Her experience
includes working with Fortune 500 companies,
municipalities, private sector developers,
agencies and institutions.

Fred Schmidt
Special Projects,
Principal
FSB Architects

Fred is a proven thought leader in all things
architecture, providing clients vast experience in
leadership, management and design. Fred serves
as a day-to-day client executive in coordination
with project managers, architects and engineers.
Additionally, Fred guides design teams to
communicate effectively with owners and user
groups, ensuring that each unique need, vision
and goal is heard. He masterfully facilitates the
collaboration amongst all stakeholders to create
buildings of distinction that not only inspire, but
also meet ever challenging budgets.

Kelly Tompkins
Co-Founder
Hive Appeal

Kelly is a CNU-accredited creative placemaker,
designer, artist and card-carrying urbanist with
an honorary degree in micromanagement. As the
Director of Main Street Enid from 2012-2019, she
helped revitalize downtown Enid and is excited to
help more communities thrive.

RESOURCE TEAM (SESSION II)
Bret Betnar
Adjunct Assistant
Professor
OU Christopher Gibbs
College of Architecture

Bret Betnar is an Adjunct Assistant Professor
in the Division of Landscape Architecture
at the University of Oklahoma. He teaches
courses in studio design, site engineering, hand
graphics and digital communications. Prior
to his appointment at OU, Bret taught at the
University of Nebraska, Cal Poly–San Luis Obispo
and Louisiana State University. He is a licensed
Landscape Architect in the State of Oklahoma
and has practiced in both Colorado and
Washington, D.C.

Shawn Schaefer
Director, Associate
Professor
OU Christopher Gibbs
College of Architecture,
Urban Design Studio

Shawn is Director of the OU-Tulsa Urban Design
Studio, an outreach program from the College
of Architecture with a three-part mission to
train urban design professionals, to further the
understanding of the city through research and
creative activity and to conduct community
service projects benefiting Tulsa and Northeast
Oklahoma. He holds professional degrees in
Architecture and Urban Design. He is licensed to
practice architecture and interior design in the
State of Oklahoma. Shawn is founding Principal
of PLACES LLC, Oklahoma’s first urban design
consulting practice.

Paulina Baeza
Senior Planner,
Strategic Planner
INCOG, Tulsa Planning
Office

Paulina is an Architect from Puebla, Mexico, with
Master’s degrees in Planning from Barcelona,
Spain, and Urban Design in the USA. She is
currently a Senior Planner for the Tulsa Planning
Office in Tulsa, Oklahoma, where she focuses
on strategic and small area planning. She also
works in the development of policy and design
proposals, public participation strategies,
placemaking and initiatives to create inclusive
communities. Paulina lectures at The University
of Oklahoma Urban Design Studio, served at the
Hispanic Affairs Commission of the City of Tulsa,
and is a Board member of national nonprofit
America Walks.
Stacy Tomas
Assistant Professor
Oklahoma State
University, Spears
School of Business,
School of Hospitality
and Tourism
Management

Stacy has more than 15 years of experience
working with small businesses, landowners,
farmers and communities to develop and
promote sustainable tourism in the areas of
agritourism, nature-based tourism, and cultural
and heritage-based tourism. In collaboration
with community leaders and business owners,
she has worked to develop sustainable tourism
as a means for community and economic
development. She has also assisted landowners
and business owners explore entrepreneurial
opportunities relating to tourism.

CASE STUDIES
&

RECOMMENDATIONS

DAVIS

(MURRAY COUNTY)

MAKING CONNECTIONS
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DAVIS
3,003

POPULATION (2019)

+11.9%

POPULATION CHANGE
(2010 - 2019)

$55,039

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME
(MURRAY COUNTY: $51,490)

DIVERSITY
19%

1.5%

ASIAN
NATIVE
AMERICAN

3.6%

HISPANIC

CONNECTING TO THE
PAST
•

Davis sits at the foothills of the
Arbuckle Mountains which first
formed 325 million years ago

•

Silica (quartz) mined from the
Arbuckle Mountains is so pure
(>98% purity) that it is used in the
production of glass

•

Davis is located in the
Chickasaw Nation

1.2%

BLACK

71.7%

WHITE
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Main St. lighting

Chigley Mansion

Entry to Downtown

FULLERTON PARK
At around 13 acres in size Fullerton Park is the second largest
park in Davis. Its location within the city can be easily found at
a distance by locating the water tower rising higher than any
other structure. Amenities include a picnic pavilion, covered
stage, tennis and basketball courts, walking trail, splash pad
and playground equipment. There are electrical hookups
which allow the park to host art fests, concerts, food trucks
and car shows.

Turner Falls
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DAVIS, MURRAY COUNTY
CASE STATEMENT

DAVIS
Davis is located in South Central Oklahoma, 55 miles north of the Texas
border and 74 miles south of Oklahoma City. The town was initially
settled by Nelson Chigley, a prominent member of the Chickasaw Nation,
potentially as early as 1854. Chigley amassed a large land holding in the
area until the arrival of the railroad in the area in 1887/88, at which time he
began to sell off lots of his land to incoming settlers. One of these settlers
was Samuel H. Davis, owner of a dry goods store and successful petitioner of
a Santa Fe depot and post office for the newly formed town, named Davis in
recognition of his efforts and incorporated in 1898. The town was originally
going to be named Chigley, but an Indian Territory town already bore the
same name.
Davis is situated near three major highways: Interstate 35 and State
Highways 7 and 77. Highway 7, which is also the Main Street of Davis and
passes through the core of their downtown area, has an annual average
daily traffic of 13,300 vehicles (ODOT, 2019). For a small town of 3,003
people it is bustling with activity. Nestled in the ancient Arbuckle Mountains
it will come as no surprise that outdoor activities abound and dominate the
cultural life of Davis. In January of 2020 Davis was named the most beautiful
small town in Oklahoma by House Beautiful magazine. Some of the main
attractions drawing visitors to Davis are the Treasure Valley Casino, Arbuckle
Wilderness Safari Park, Crossbar Ranch and ATV park, 777 Zipline.
One of the most unique assets in Davis is Turner Falls Park. Turner Falls was
purchased by the city in 1925 from local resident Mazeppa Turner and has
proven to be a successful investment ever since. Turner Falls Park is the main
source of income for the city of Davis and as such the city has continually
reinvested some of that money in the park to enhance and maintain
its natural beauty. Major improvements at Turner Falls are now in the
planning stages. Now city leaders are shifting focus towards enhancing the
downtown area of Davis and connecting this part of their city to the more
natural areas that surround the city.

How can city leaders
accomplish their
broader goal of
connecting to nature
through Fullerton Park?
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DAVIS, MURRAY COUNTY
One of their new focus areas is Fullerton Park, centrally located in Davis on
the north side of Benton Ave between N 7th St. and N 8th St. and behind
the locally owned Sooner Foods grocery store. City leaders hope to increase
the usage, visibility and functionality of this park as a means of enhancing
the quality of life for their residents. A new splash pad has been constructed
with finishing touches still in the works, and the city has recently installed
new sidewalks along a stretch of Main Street that connects City Hall to
Fullerton Park. New street lighting is scheduled to be installed by the
end of December. Currently the park is not very visible from Main Street,
however city leaders have been in talks with the owner of Sooner Foods to
potentially donate or lease to the city a plot of vacant land that lies between
the park and Main Street. The addition of this land would greatly enhance
the gateway or entry into the park.
Expressed desires for Fullerton Park by city leaders include:
A plaza/open area for festivals, farmers’ markets, art shows, etc.
Electricity hook-ups for vendors
Eco-friendly design
On-site water retention and/or reuse
Minimal paving
Parking limited to 45 degree on street spaces
Pedestrian and cyclist friendly design
Expanded walking/running trails
Improved bathroom facilities near splash pad
Designated area for dumpsters that is less offensive to the senses
Elimination of vehicles passing through the middle of the park

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Possible funding partnerships with the City of Davis for this project include
the Chickasaw Nation and TSET Incentive Grants.
QUESTIONS

•
•
•
•
•

How could Fullerton Park and downtown Davis become part of the
outdoor exploration and recreation opportunities in the surrounding
region?
What design strategies could be employed in developing the vacant lot
by Sooner Foods to enhance the quality and visibility of the park?
What design strategies can be used to decrease the vehicular presence
in the park while increasing the pedestrian and cyclist usability?
What kind of programs, activities, and facilities might improve the local
utilization of the park and make it a destination for visitors?
How can city leaders better understand the needs and wishes of Davis
residents to make a park that serves its neighbors?
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DAVIS, MURRAY COUNTY
FIGURE 1.
FULLERTON PARK
AREA
Fullerton Park

*

Sooner Foods Lot

*

Chigley Mansion

City Hall

N

0 FT

FIGURE 2.
FULLERTON PARK
CURRENT LAYOUT
1
2

3
4
6

5

LEGEND
1: SPLASH PAD
2: WALKING TRAILS
3: COVERED STAGE
4: PICNIC PAVILION AND
PLAY GROUND
5: COURTS
6: WATER TOWER

1,000 FT
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DAVIS, MURRAY COUNTY
FIGURE 3.
VIEW LOOKING
NORTHEAST

FIGURES 4 & 5.
RECENTLY INSTALLED SPLASH PAD
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DAVIS, MURRAY COUNTY

FIGURE 6.
SOONER FOODS GROCERY
STORE AND VACANT LOT
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DAVIS, MURRAY COUNTY

FIGURE 7.
VIEW LOOKING NORTH
ALONG WALKING TRAIL
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DAVIS, MURRAY COUNTY

RECOMMENDATIONS
Focus on programming.
• Create a platform where all events and activities are listed and easily
accessed.
• Implement recurring events, e.g. every month, every Saturday, etc.
• Designate one person to focus on and manage programming for the
park.
• Organize a committee of citizens to plan and coordinate events for the
park.
• Ensure there are events for multiple age groups and interests.
• Tie into other events, such as off-roading competitions and HOOT (Hills
of Oklahoma Tour) bicycle tour, as well as the greater Chickasha National
Recreational Area.
• Improve and/or add vendor and RV hookups to allow for multipurpose
usage.
• Expand upon number and type of festivals already held at the park
by adding more and catering to new and diverse interests, such as
Chickasha festivals or flower festivals.
Create a space that builds on engagement with local residents.
• Hold stakeholder and community meetings to gather support and
input.
• Create opportunities to build and foster community engagement.
• Identify assets and design park to highlight them.
• Look for opportunities to partner with existing groups and
organizations within Davis.
• Create a space that feels safe for users, perhaps by adding more lighting
within the park and by adding a broad walkway around the perimeter of
the park to deter cars from passing through.
• Implement features that turn park into a daily destination, such
as workout stations and measured walking paths with listed route
distances.
• Add bike rental and/or bike repair stations.
• Connect to the Chickasha culture and history of Davis and the
surrounding Chickasha Nation.
Increase visibility and accessibility.
Utilize the vacant Sooner Foods lot to create a visible gateway into the
park.
• Integrate park with biking and walking trails throughout the city.
• Utilize space behind stores along main street to create a green corridor
connecting the park to the downtown area.
• Find fun and unique ways to draw people into the park.

•
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DAVIS, MURRAY COUNTY
•
•

Consider implementing wayfinding signage throughout the city to
inform people of the park, as well as other areas of interest.
Utilize public art to attract and engage people

EXAMPLES
1. Purple Cup Secret Art Trail, Huntsville, Alabama: The city found a fun way to connect local

restaurants and bars to the arts and entertainment district by handing out “secret art” maps with
purple cup drink purchases. This is both a means of informing and encouraging pedestrians along
desirable routes. http://www.artshuntsville.org/public-art/secret-art-trail/
2. Senior Art Classes: A great programming option for people of all ages that takes advantage of the
natural beauty of the park. https://www.keralapool.com/photos/senior-park-citizens.html

FIGURE 8.
PURPLE CUP SECRET
ART TRAIL

FIGURE 9.
SENIOR ART
CLASSES

OKEMAH

(OKFUSKEE COUNTY)

DOWNTOWN ENHANCEMENTS
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OKEMAH
3,191

POPULATION (2019)

- 1.9%

POPULATION CHANGE
(2010 - 2019)

$33,070

MEDIAN HOUSE INCOME
(MCINTOSH COUNTY: $38,527)

DIVERSITY

OKEMAH FACTS
4.0%

14.0%

HISPANIC

•

Okemah is the birthplace of the
folk music superstar Woody
Guthrie.

•

Okemah was named after a chief
and is the largest city in Okfuskee
County.

•

Home of several historic WPA
projects including Okemah
National Guard Armory and the
Pecan Bowl which held German
prisoners of war during World
War II.

TWO+

16.0%

NATIVE
AMERICAN

3.0%

BLACK

63%

WHITE
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Woody Guthrie Wall Mural
Crystal Theatre

Hen House Cafe

Historic Downtown

DOWNTOWN ENHANCEMENTS
Okemah is seeking to enhance its curb appeal by
improving their sidewalks and streetscape and by adding
visually appealing streetlights. They would also like to
work on branding the town with Woody Guthrie’s image,
the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, or by using the school
colors, black and gold. Lastly, they would like to create
a design standards manual for their town to unify its
appearance.

W Broadway St
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OKEMAH, OKFUSKEE COUNTY
CASE STATEMENT

OKEMAH
Okemah is located about 70 miles east of Oklahoma City and is the
largest city and county seat in Okfuskee County. The land is part of the
ancestral territory of the Osage and Quapaw tribes. In the 1830s the
region was designated as the Creek Nation after the removal of tribes in
the Southeastern United States to Indian Territory. The town was named
Okemah after a Creek chief and means “things up high.” The town opened
to non-Indian settlement in 1902 and eventually became incorporated in
1903. Okemah today has a high Native American population of about 26%
of residents (including those who identify as American Indian and a second
race).
Okemah has a rich history including its 1930s-era Works Progress
Administration architecture. During the Great Depression, several WPA
projects were erected including a library, several school buildings, a
picturesque stone-lined drainage system, the Okemah National Guard
Armory, and the Pecan Bowl athletic arena which held prisoners during
World War II. Okemah is also known as the home of the American western
folk music artist Woody Guthrie. Okemah celebrates its place in American
folk music annually at the Woody Guthrie Folk Festival, typically drawing 100
musicians and 3,000 participants to Okemah in the summer. Okemah also
offers a variety of events throughout the year including, Movies on Main,
Pioneer Days, a Fall Festival with a rodeo, and the Crystal Run.
Downtown Okemah is centered around West Broadway Street. Several
restaurants, an Ace Hardware, the Crystal Theatre, the Okfuskee County
Historical Society, and locally owned shops line Broadway. Throughout
downtown Okemah, signs of Woody Guthrie’s impact on the town can
be seen through murals, a statue of him, and even a preserved section of
concrete where he signed his name.
Although downtown is lined with many successful shops, there are still
many vacant buildings. Many historic buildings that have been unoccupied
are at risk of demolition, and in need of major structural repairs. Like many
Oklahoma main streets, Broadway is one hundred feet wide from building
face to building face, with very wide traffic lanes and low traffic volumes. For
these reasons, along with the shortage of trees to help with shade during
hot summer days, walking down Broadway can be uncomfortable at times.

How can Okemah
develop a cohesive
brand for downtown
that is expressed in the
streetscape elements
and buildings?
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OKEMAH, OKFUSKEE COUNTY
There are signs of a developing sense of place along Broadway: Okemah’s
school colors of ‘black and gold’ appear on street signs at intersections,
as well as in the decorative tile on some storefronts. Small public spaces
honoring Woody Guthrie and Shawna Russell, an American country singersongwriter, are also located on Broadway. City leaders envision continuing
to build on this sense of place through monuments, installations, and
other features in the streetscape along Broadway. One idea that has been
proposed is a music trail. Through just a handful improvements downtown
Okemah could turn into a destination for many visitors.
Okemah is establishing a new vision for its community through a “Resource
Roadmap” process, and many pieces are falling into place. Currently, ODOT
is planning ADA-related improvements on the sidewalk. Since ODOT is in
the early stages of planning, there may be an opportunity to influence the
kinds of improvements ODOT executes or to coordinate timing and local
funding that would allow for streetscape enhancements. Okemah has
recently obtained a $300,000 grant for a brownfield project that will take ten
dilapidated gas stations and upgrade or transform them into an assortment
of businesses. Okemah envisions a revitalized main street along Broadway,
with improved streetscapes and building facades.
QUESTIONS

•

•
•
•

How should Okemah approach the design and curb appeal/
streetscape on Broadway and coordinate with ODOT on the timing of
street enhancements? What physical and public art elements could
incorporate the Guthrie Music Trail into the downtown streetscape?
How can Okemah develop a cohesive brand for downtown that is
expressed in the streetscape elements and buildings that honors culture
and history?
What strategies can Okemah use to promote and facilitate
redevelopment of historic buildings that honors the city’s historic
architectural character?
How could Okemah create connectivity between the downtown area on
Broadway and other nearby assets, like the city park at 2nd & Ash, WPA
sites, and future brownfield redevelopments on the US-62 corridor?
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W. Broadway St.

Okemah High School

I-40 Corridor

FIGURE 1. VICINITY OF SITE
The site is in a key location adjacent to I-40.

N
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FIGURE 2. THE HEN
HOUSE
This home style comfort food restaurant
is a staple in Okemah. This local favorite
features all your southern favorites
including chicken and dumplings,
mashed potatoes, and chicken fried
steak.
Source: Matthew Kessler

FIGURE 3. THE CRYSTAL THEATRE
This iconic theatre located in downtown
Okemah has been around since 1921. Its
700 capacity seating host a variety of events
including first run movies, live performances,
and film festivals.
Source: Matthew Kessler

FIGURE 4. WOODY
GUTHRIE MURAL
Woody Guthrie’s impact can be seen all
over town and includes a pocket park
that host a statue of him along with this
mural.
Source: Matthew Kessler
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Build conversations between stakeholders and generate economic
opportunities.
• Find local partners and bring them together around downtown.
• Coordinate with stakeholders and show them the value of conversation.
• Consider building owners’ views when transforming or repurposing
parking spaces; They may benefit from a parklet or curb extension.
Pursue best practices and state resources for historic preservation.
Research buildings to determine if they qualify for historic tax credits.
Consider district overlays or other subsidy to help access tax credits.
Overlays can be used to protect special features such as historic
buildings. They can also promote specific development such as mixedused development.
• Create a cohesive brand but honor National Park Service requirements,
like the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation.
• Reveal or refresh historic facades with support from the Oklahoma State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).

•
•

Create street enhancements.
• Create a visual and physical enclosure of Broadway using trees, curb
extensions, parklets, and intersection improvements.
• Consider a street diet and reducing the 20’ driving lanes. Lanes of 10-11’
are suitable for downtown main streets. The remaining space can be
repurposed as additional sidewalk space, bike lanes, or other purposes
desired by the community.
• Consider color coordinating benches, trashcans, and other public
furniture.
• When designing, consider the view from Broadway looking down the
hill. The topography in Okemah creates unique views of downtown.
• Activate sidewalks with outdoor seating.
• Create a comfortable outdoor space year-round by incorporating
outdoor heaters.
• Consider transforming some parking spaces into parklets with trees and
seating. A parklet is a temporary or permanent platform constructed in
a parking space to allow extra space for programming the sidewalk.
• Create temporary bump outs with paint or planters to test if it makes
crossing intersections safer. Bump outs, also known as curb extensions,
are an extension of the sidewalk that creates a space for plants, bus
stops, or other upgrades.
• Consider widening sidewalks.
• Coordinate with ODOT to improve intersections and bring them into the
design.
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•
•
•
•
•

Liven up vacant buildings using pop-up shops.
Streetscapes do not have to be overly expensive, just enough to make
them more walkable.
Use signage to create a cohesive brand for downtown.
Use painted music notes or guitars for Woody Guthrie Trail.
Consider finding an interactive art piece that uses music.

Take inspiration from motifs and design cues.
Consider using the School colors, black and gold, to create uniformity
on Broadway.
• Look toward your physical and cultural assets for inspiration and
opportunities.
• Take design cues from WPA projects and incorporate them into
streetscape.
• Create new WPA monuments as wayfinding.
• Incorporate Muscogee Creek tribe symbolisms and graphics in
wayfinding and as a design cue.
• Use the image of Woody Guthrie in wayfinding and as a design cue.
• Consider converting old gas stations into Airbnb’s.
• Incorporate old gas stations in music trail.
• Consider using Preservation Brief #46, “The Preservation and Reuse of
Historic Gas Stations” when transforming gas stations. https://www.
okhistory.org/shpo/presbrief/46Preserve-Brief-GasStations.pdf

•

EXAMPLES
FIGURE 5. THE
PLAZA DISTRICT
The Plaza district is a
good example of how
a district can activate
sidewalks using outdoor
seating and wider
sidewalks.
Source: http://
okcretail.com/
districtsneighborhood/
plaza-district/
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FIGURE 6. TEXAS
GAS STATIONS
Texas has done an
incredible job of
identifying their historic
gas stations, preserving,
and repurposing them.
Source: http://www.
preservationtexas.org/
endangered/historic-gasstations/

FIGURE 7. EUFAULA
Eufaula worked with ODOT to create sidewalk and street upgrades that include bump outs and other sidewalk
planters.
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LANGSTON

(LOGAN COUNTY)

FIRE DEPARTMENT FACILITY
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LANGSTON
1,860

POPULATION (2019 ACS)

+ 6%

POPULATION CHANGE
(2010 - 2019)

$25,938

MEDIAN HOUSE INCOME
(LOGAN COUNTY: $65,357)

DIVERSITY
1%

NATIVE
AMERICAN

LANGSTON FACTS
2%

4%

ASIAN HISPANIC

16%

WHITE

•

One of the oldest African
American towns in Oklahoma

•

Home to Langston University,
only historically black college in
Oklahoma

•

Town named after John Mercer
Langston, first black Virginian who
served in the United States House
of Representatives

16%

OTHER

76%

BLACK
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Langston University
Historical Image- Men’s Dorm Langston
University

Langston Fire Station

Historical Image of Langston University

LANGSTON CITY VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The city’s fire department was constructed in 1998
and has been operating by volunteer firefighters. The
department serves as a significant community resource
in case of emergencies, not only to its residents, but
extending its service to the surrounding communities as
well.
The city is now seeking assistance on designing a fully
functioning fire department with areas for training
facilities, bunkers, rest areas, showers and base for
housing the fire vehicles.
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CASE STATEMENT

LANGSTON
Langston is located in Logan County, on State Highway 33, ten miles
northeast of Guthrie, with a population of about 1,200 people. Langston is
one of Oklahoma’s historic All-Black towns, founded in 1890 by supporters
of black migration to Indian Territory and Oklahoma Territory. Oklahoma’s
50 All-Black towns were part of a vision to create communities that could be
isolated from the racism, prejudice and violence of the South and Midwest.
The town of Langston was named after John Mercer Langston, who took
office as the first Black Virginian who served in the United States House
of Representatives. Langston University, founded in 1897, is an important
anchor for Langston with about 2,000 students with nationally recognized
research, medical, and agricultural programs. It is the only historically Black
college or university (HBCU) in the state of Oklahoma. The University has
also partnered with the Town of Langston City and Regional Food Bank
of Oklahoma establishing the first university- community food pantry in
Oklahoma state serving the needs of the community and the students.
Langston is home to a number of interesting attractions and assets that are
beloved to the community:

•

•
•
•

William Conrad Veterans Memorial Garden: This community space has
been planned and established by a local veteran in honor of all veterans,
not limited to Langston residents. Visitors can add their loved one’s
name to a fence corresponding with their branch of service.
Park adjacent to the fire station contains play equipment, walking trails,
athletic facilities, and a farmer’s market pavilion.
The farmers market pavilion in the park includes rental space, a kitchen,
restrooms, and storage for furnishings.
Indian Meridian and Ozark Trail Marker: The line of longitude known as
the “Indian Meridian” is an origin point for land surveys in most of the
state of Oklahoma and passes through the town of Langston. An Ozark
Trail Marker dating to 1922 is located along the Indian Meridian.

What strategies can the
city pursue to design
a fully functioning fire
department to serve the
community of Langston?
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Langston’s volunteer fire department serves Langston and the surrounding
unincorporated areas and towns, including Meridian, Coyle, and Guthrie.
The Langston City Volunteer Fire Department building is located at 201 S
Langston Avenue, in the heart of the city. The location allows immediate
responses to fires in town as well as provides aid to nearby departments
within Logan County. The current firehouse was built in 1998 and
undergone numerous disasters over the years, leading to the dire need of
construction of a new facility. Additionally, the fire department serves as a
community resource by providing support services to the community; from
storm watches, dropping off food kits during inclement weather to cleaning
up debris from storms.
Current Conditions at Fire Department:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Current facility constructed in 1998
Cracks on floor and cracked ceilings, likely due to water line damage
below building
- Causing a serious issue with poisonous creatures (scorpions, spiders,
snakes)
Inadequate space for kitchen, training, and gatherings
Insufficient door width for exiting of fire trucks
Not enough turning radius for fire trucks while exiting the facility
Insufficient garage space for fire trucks
Current count of firefighting volunteers: 4-6 at most everyday

Langston leaders are pursuing the design of a new facility dedicated to
the fire department. The firefighters are volunteers not receiving any kind
of compensation. The city’s goal through this project is to build a fully
functioning fire department; allowing training areas, rest areas, bunk areas,
and garage for vehicles. They desire to incorporate a community training
room within the building allowing the fire department to connect with the
greater Langston community.
The funding sources for this project are Logan County, the Rural Fire
Protection, and the town of Langston City. The primary source being the
Logan County tax appropriation allocation.
City and fire department’s vision on new facility:

•
•

Options to reposition the fire department building on the site or
relocate the building to another area of the site
Privatization of fire station with collaborative/shared spaces in other
areas
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•
•
•

Yield a design for a fully facilitated fire house to provide safety to its
citizen- community training center, space to rest, relax, bunk, and house
the fire fighting vehicles
Design strategies for the city to opt for a fully functioning fire
department
Serve the citizens of Langston as well as the greater Logan County and
the State of Oklahoma

Needs expressed by the fire department:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Updated IT systems/Situation room
Adequate kitchen space
Sleeping quarters
Auditoriums for training facility/ separate classrooms
More base space-housing fire trucks
Multi storied facility- bunkers on top
Interconnected building allowing sharing of training space for police
department
Saferooms/basement- in case of emergencies
Adequate security
Laundry facility and gym
Collaborative spaces

QUESTIONS

•
•
•
•
•

What is the best location for rebuilding the fire station? The building
could be repositions on the existing site or is another site in the
community more suitable?
Should the new facility be a combined public safety facility for both the
fire and police departments? If the two disciplines are combined, what
design strategies can be implemented?
How can the fire department facility be designed for maximum
adaptability for the future, as well as comfortable interactions with the
adjacent community park?
How could this space be utilized as an economic development tool to
help fund/sustain design improvements?
How can the fire department honor and capture the community spirit
and legacy of Langston in their new plans?
a. Firefighters pledge
b. Veterans
c. Community spirit
d. History
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Langston University

Farmer’s Market
Langston Fire
Department
Park

FIGURE 1. VICINITY OF SITE

N

500 FT

The site is located at the heart of the city.

FIGURE 2. EXISTING
SITE OF FIRE
DEPARTMENT

Langston Fire
Department

100 FT
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FIGURE 3. EXISTING
FIRE DEPARTMENT
The image illustrates
the existing fire station,
housing the office area
and few fire vehicles

FIGURE 4. NEW
FACILITY FOR
HOUSING FIRE
VEHICLES

FIGURE 5 & 6. INTERIOR OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT-CRACKED FLOORS IN LIVING AREA
AND CRACKED CEILINGS
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FIGURE 7. CRACKED FLOORS IN KITCHEN
AREA

FIGURE 8. CURRENT IT SPACE
FIGURE 9. FARMER’S
MARKET- EAST
TO THE FIRE
DEPARTMENT

FIGURE 10. PARK
ADJACENT TO THE
FIRE DEPARTMENT
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Focus on the opportunity to expand on vision for Langston City.
• Consider initiating an effort for a broad community vision based on
engagement with residents, such as new long range plans or strategic
plans for community development.
• Expand ideas on repurposing of the existing fire station to elevate the
spaces and create a connection to the future development of the new
fire department.
• Plan for the future, considering that the department may one day
evolve into having paid staff positions. For example, the fire station in
Davis, Oklahoma is a volunteer operated fire facility. The city recently
invested in building a fire facility and soon to hire its first paid fire chief.
• A site selection process could help analyze alternatives for locating the
facility. Study of the site through mapping to be able to identify the
optimal location for the fire station- carry out a study to consider the
minimum distance requirement for the location of the fire station from
the housing developments.
• Evaluate the growth pattern of the community- housing developments
currently moving east, and the current location of the fire station is
towards the west end of the community
• Consider the idea of expanding the existing park if the footprint or
location of the existing facility changes.
• Approach tax allocation by raising sales tax for fire station designated to
operate the fire department and police facility. The city already has an
allocated tax fund until 2024, consider the ideas for tax continuation.
Combined public safety facility with police and fire services.
It is worth considering the option of a combined facility allows for
shared spaces such as training spaces, administration, restrooms, etc.
• The project could be planned for development in phases to spread out
the costs over time. Identify phases for the development project and
ensure that the design allows expansion of the facility in both directions
for the fire and police.
• Consider a design of flexible and multi-use spaces. These spaces can
be the training room and transformed to community room when
required. These community spaces can be significant tool in connecting
to the youth and letting them know about the unique history of
the community and vice versa the students can be a resource to the
community.
• Incorporate community storm shelters.

•
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Cultivate community engagement and public participation.
• Consider utilizing a connection with Langston University. Engaging the
students from degree programs like “Drafting and Design Technology”
or “Agriculture & Natural Resources” in the design process. Invite this
younger generation to participate and contribute for the growth of the
city. Creates interest and opportunity for them to stay back and work in
development of the city.
• Explore on the technology through the university. Explore on what kind
of technology through Langston University can be utilized.
• Elevate the county resources for the fire and police department in
Langston. Identify ways for the county and surrounding communities to
visualize the project.
• Connect the agriculture of the city to maintain rural component.
• Create opportunities for community participation. Not just ideally and
for the city but also bring in business opportunities for the community.
For example, engaging the public in maintenance of the facility.
• Create a hub allowing more interaction with the community and
university students. For example, expanding the park with connection
of walking trails or bike trail from university to the park/hub.
• Start a retail incubator. For example, small strip malls and allowing
the young generation to build ideas and help with the retail sales tax
generation.
• Establish fun activities to indulge the young generation in learning
about how the fire department functions and the history and value of
the fire department.

EXAMPLES
1. Davis Fire Department- The fire department in Davis, Oklahoma at 198 N. 3rd Street is a

multipurpose facility combining the fire protection, prevention and code enforcement. And the
city has recently hired its first paid fire chief. https://www.davisokla.org/fire-department
2. Kansas Fire Station 35 - This precinct fire station in Kansas City located at 3200 Emanuel Cleaver II
Boulevard. Sofola & Associates consulted on the planning and construction of this state of the art
public safety facility in 2009. http://www.kckfd.org/

FIGURE 11. KANSAS CITY FIRE STATION 35
Source: Kansas City Star, kansascity.com

MIDWEST CITY

(OKLAHOMA COUNTY)

AIR DEPOT CORRIDOR PLANNING
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MIDWEST CITY
57,407

POPULATION (2019)

+ 5.6%

POPULATION CHANGE
(2010 - 2019)

$47,963

MEDIAN HOUSE INCOME
(MCINTOSH COUNTY: $52,855)

DIVERSITY
3.7%

NATIVE
AMERICAN

MIDWEST CITY FACTS
1.2%

7.6%

ASIAN HISPANIC

•

Midwest City began life as one
square mile of land adjacent
to the Midwest Air Depot, now
named Tinker Air Force Base.

•

Although Air Depot Blvd. was
not part of the “Original Mile,”
it has become an essential
corridor and the “main street”
of Midwest City.

•

Midwest City’s economy is
largely supported by Tinker Air
Force Base, which is the largest
single site employer in all of
Oklahoma.

20.8%

BLACK

66.4%

WHITE
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Shopping Center
Historic Downtown

Rose State College

Historic Tinker

AIR DEPOT BOULEVARD CORRIDOR PLANNING
The City of Midwest City seeks to create more connections
with the adjacent neighborhoods. It would also like
to create a more unified streetscape that incorporates
medians, more sidewalks, and bike lanes. Lastly, they
would like to find a resolution for the abandoned Heritage
Park Mall site.
S Air Depot Blvd
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MIDWEST CITY
Midwest City is located about 6 miles to the east of downtown Oklahoma
City. It began life as a one square mile planned community adjacent to the
Midwest Air Depot, now named Tinker Air Force Base. The location of his
community was strategically placed so that personnel of the Depot could
live near their place of employment. This “Original Mile” is located today
between Air Depot Boulevard, Midwest Boulevard, 15th Street and 29th
Street. W.P. “Bill” Atkinson, the developer of this community envisioned a
neighborhood that was family friendly and provided all the amenities that
they would need including a church, shopping, a school, and parks. At
57,000 people the population of the has had substantial growth up until the
1970’s and continues to grow gradually.
Today, Midwest City’s economy is largely supported by sales tax revenues
which is largely supplemented by the daytime employees at Tinker Air
Force Base; the largest single site employer in all of Oklahoma. Other
large contributors to Midwest City’s economic foundation are aerospace
industries, such as Boeing and Northrop Grumman, and the Midwest
Regional Medical Center.
Midwest City has recently invested in many improvements for the
community. The city revitalized the Original Mile with a new shopping
center filled with national brands. The city also has made improvements to
residential streets and worked with developers on new and innovative types
of development. New bike trails are expanding in the city, and Midwest City
is an important link in a future regional commuter rail network. Midwest
City can implement quality of life projects thanks in part to its Community
Improvement Grant Program, which has provided $7 million toward nearly
300 projects since 1998.
Air Depot Boulevard is a major arterial corridor in Midwest City. Although
Air Depot Boulevard was the edge of the “Original Mile,” it has become an
essential corridor and the “main street” of Midwest City. The section of Air
Depot Boulevard under consideration today leads to the Main Gate of

How can the city
support redevelopment
of properties along
Air Depot and create
neighborhood
connections to the
corridor?
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Tinker Air Force Base, is adjacent to I-40, and carries 20-25,000 vehicles per
day. The 2-mile section of Air Depot Boulevard from Reno Avenue to I-40
is lined with restaurants, bars, shopping centers, gas stations and many
other commercial uses. At the corner of Reno and Air Depot, the shell of
Heritage Park Mall is found. After opening in 1978 the Heritage Park Mall
was packed with shoppers. Sadly, the mall saw a large decline in shoppers
and is closed currently. A portion of the mall is now owned by a large
church, while another portion is owned by a private landowner. The city of
Midwest City owns an 11.07-acre portion of the mall property that includes
142,772-square feet of the mall structure and about 8-acres of parking lots
facing Air Depot. In 2017, the city commissioned a redevelopment study
that looked at alternative redevelopment scenarios.
Due to the high traffic counts, many of the stores on Air Depot Boulevard
are heavily frequented. Near I-40, this corridor has numerous big box stores
and national brands. Another anchor at the south part of the corridor is Rose
State College. Further down the street, by the Heritage Park Mall, there are
many small shopping centers with independent businesses, as well as many
commercial properties with vacancies and maintenance issues. Although
some of these properties could use a makeover, there are a few shining stars
in the bunch like the recently established Open Flame Coffee Company and
Roasters. Open Flame distinguishes itself due to its superior storefront and
clear signage.
Air Depot has a 5-lane section that includes two lanes in each direction
and a center turn lane. The corridor is lined with asphalt parking areas,
disconnected sidewalks, and very little shade, making it an unpleasant
walking experience. This street is also disconnected from the surrounding
neighborhoods, making it difficult to access on foot. It also contains an
eye sore, the vacant Heritage Park Mall of which a large area is owned by
the City. Both the Mall and Air Depot Boulevard corridor have unlimited
potential but just need a little help to get there. Community leaders in
Midwest City envision a transformative future where the Air Depot corridor
is a signature street that the community can be proud of.
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QUESTIONS

•
•
•
•

How should the city approach the design and implementation of a
redevelopment of the Heritage Park Mall site? What strategies should be
considered, and how could this site be used?
How can the city support redevelopment of properties along Air Depot
and create neighborhood connections to the corridor?
How can the city increase walkability/biking on the corridor?
How could the Air Depot corridor be part of the strategy to attract
people to visit or live in Midwest City?

Heritage Park Mall

Air Depot Blvd.

I-40 Corridor

Tinker AFB

FIGURE 1. VICINITY OF SITE

N

The site is in a key location adjacent to I-40 and Tinker
AFB.
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FIGURE 2. HERITAGE
PARK MALL
The Heritage Park mall
opened its doors in 1978
and flourished during
the 1970’s and 1980’s.
In the late 1990s’s to
early 2000’s popularity
began to diminish and by
2010 the mall closed all
together.

FIGURE 3.AIR DEPOT BLVD.
Adjacent to Tinker Air Force Base and right off I-40 is Air Depot Boulevard. This main corridor in Midwest City is
lined with many amenities that include restaurants, shopping centers, gas stations, and many other essential
services.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Create a more walkable/bikeable street.
• Build sidewalks on the east side of the road where they are missing. A
wider, multi-purpose path in place of a sidewalk can create a more bike
friendly environment. Tulsa, Oklahoma has done an excellent job at
doing this with their Walk Bike Tulsa initiative.
• Consolidate driveways.
• Determine if a road diet is possible to reduce the total number of lanes
on all or portions of the corridor. Depending on traffic volumes, some
lanes could be converted to bike lanes or parking as needed.
• Build planted medians with trees, shrubs, and grasses to help with
aesthetics. This, along with planting more trees along the corridor, will
help to slow down traffic.
• Improved lighting on the corridor will make pedestrians feel safer while
walking.
• Improve bus routes and consider future transit connectivity, including
the rail line at the heart of the corridor.
• Create “anchors” that pedestrians could walk to. For example, improving
the space at the old Heritage Park Mall site would create an anchor on
the corridor. The Wheeler District is a prime example of this using the
Ferris wheel as an anchor.
Build an improved space at the old Heritage Park Mall site.
• Consider beginning with temporary or interim transformations in the
large parking lot. For example, the parking lot could be utilized for
festivals or events.
• Add some type of employment on the site. This could be done by
creating a mini community through mixed use development, and by
building out, reducing the quantity of pavement on site.
• Transform into garden homes with trees and plants, and by creating a
park space.
• Consider adding more housing, especially senior housing.
Identify buildings refurbish/replace needs on Air Depot Blvd.
Engage the community to see what their needs are and perform a
market study to identify what is missing.
• Create more technical type employment.
• Create more business that can be accessed by walking to them by
creating more density.
• Build more senior housing.
• Modernize the corridor without destroying the history of it using more
mixed-use building and improving on existing signage and storefronts.

•
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Create connections to neighborhoods and regional transit.
• Create a connection to the city in addition to the regional transit system
that in the process of being built.
• Some larger buildings or parcels that span multiple blocks could
be redeveloped with pedestrian passages, to allow for pedestrian
connections into residential neighborhoods.
• The streetscape on the southern portion of Air Depot near I-40 offers a
good model to continue to the north.
• Incorporate art at a large scale visible from corridor. For example, in Enid
large murals and public art are visible from the busy US-412 arterial
corridor and form a visual gateway into downtown Enid.
For further recommendations see IQC’s previous project in Midwest City at:
https://iqc.ou.edu/project/midwestcity/

EXAMPLES

FIGURE 4. TULSA, OK
Tulsa, Oklahoma has done a fantastic job of creating a more bike friendly
environment in their downtown. They have created designated bike lanes
throughout their city as well as multiple bike trails surrounding it.
Source: https://www.cityoftulsa.org/walk-bike-tulsa/
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FIGURE 5. DEEP DEUCE, OKC
Deep deuce is an example of the effective use of mixed-use buildings. The trees along the corridor slows down
traffic as well as providing shade for pedestrians making this a incredibly walkable community.
Source: Hampton
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FIGURE 6. WHEELER PARK, OKC
Wheel Park is a prime example of a well-thought-out mixed-use community. They also created an anchor using
the Ferris wheel.
Source: https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/2019/05/01/wheeler-district-gets-rolling

SAND SPRINGS

(TULSA COUNTY)

DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
REVITALIZATION
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SAND SPRINGS
19,905

POPULATION (2019)

+ 7.63%

POPULATION CHANGE
(2010 - 2019)

$55,681

MEDIAN HOUSE INCOME
(TULSA COUNTY: $53,902)

DIVERSITY
8%

SAND SPRINGS FACTS
1%

ASIAN
NATIVE
AMERICAN

4%

HISPANIC

•

Only planned industrial town in
Oklahoma

•

Founded by Charles Page, in 1907,
with his purchase of 160 acres of
land

•

Built around the Sand Springs
Home for Orphans

•

Incorporated in 1912, with a
population of approximately 400,
to now a population of 19,905

2%

BLACK

6%

OTHER
RACES

79%

WHITE
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Present Downtown Triangle
Sand Springs- Park and Museum

Historical Image-Trolley
running through downtown

Historical Image-Sand Springs
Orphan house

SAND SPRINGS DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENT
Downtown of Sand Springs holds historical as well as
economical significance. Current poor conditions of the
streets and pavements are degrading the value of the
space.
Sand Springs wants to work on improvement of the
streetscapes of downtown to revitalize the Triangle
District and create a design manual for future
implementation.
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CASE STATEMENT

SAND SPRINGS
Sand Springs is located in northeastern Oklahoma, six miles west of
downtown Tulsa at the junction of U.S. Highway 64 and State Highways
51 and 97. The city was incorporated in 1912 with a population of
approximately 400, which has grown to the current population of 19,905.
The city came into existence only five years after statehood. It is known to
be the first and only planned industrial city in Oklahoma. Before European
colonists arrived, the area that is now Sand Springs belonged to the
territory of the Osage people. Today, Sand Springs is primarily located at
the northern edge of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation on the border with the
Osage Nation. This place was known for its clear springs used for drinking
water. The city holds many attractions such as it’s historical museum, the
downtown Triangle Park, the 1,300-acre Keystone Ancient Forest within
the Keystone State Park, and Keystone Lake. The city also holds the Annual
Herbal Affair and Festival; a significant festival bringing around 30,000
visitors into the city every year.
Charles E. Page, a wealthy oil tycoon, was a key founder in Sand Springs.
In 1908 he acquired 160 acres of land and created a home for orphaned
children and widows known as the Sand Springs Home. He built the Sand
Springs Park around 1909; an 85-acre amusement park built around 1915
along with a zoo. Page built the Sand Springs Railway as well in 1911,
connecting Sand Springs to Tulsa which was later replaced by electric
trolleys that lasted until January 1955. The city was laid out after the
building of the interurban railway line. Before the Great Depression, the
city grew as the home of many manufacturing companies, refineries,
mills, banks, and hotels, continuing to grow as a center for industrial
development. Sand Springs now aims at improving the economy of the city
starting with the Downtown Triangle. Today, a major asset of Sand Springs is
its close proximity to downtown Tulsa allowing several people from the city
to commute to work in Tulsa.
In downtown Sand Springs the streets and buildings form a distinctive
triangular plaza known as Triangle Park. The triangle of streets was built to
accommodate the interurban streetcar. It is a unique area located along the
old trolley route. The downtown triangle currently consists of the public
park which is mostly used for

How can the city lead
revitalization of its
Downtown triangle
through improving the
streetscapes to revive
the downtown and
welcome new business
owners?
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community events. The downtown has undergone some improvements,
installations of brick pavers, sidewalks around the public park, and a brick
street segment along the curved drive of the triangle.
Sand Springs aims at beautifying the downtown district through
improving the sidewalks, adding landscape into the streetscapes, and
reconstructing the roadways and curbs that have become unlevel after
years of maintenance projects. The proposed project site for streetscape
improvement is along Main Street from Highway 412 to Broadway Street,
from Main to Lincoln Avenue along Broadway Street, along McKinley
Avenue from Broadway to 2nd Street and along 2nd street from McKinley
to Garfield. The city has carried out various improvement projects in the
city over time, such as tree well improvements in downtown where they
have invested in 60+ street trees. The city has also been a partner in helping
businesses along Main Street upgrade storefronts.
Despite recent improvements there are still needs in downtown Sand
Springs especially with the appearance and functionality of downtown
streetscapes. Most traffic in the area passes along the Sand Springs
Expressway running above the city, presenting an unpleasant view of
building backsides and rooftop utilities. Off-ramps from the expressway are
envisioned as gateways to the downtown area.
Another challenge is for the city to achieve buy-in from local property
owners to participate and pursue a cohesive streetscape along the
downtown. Some blocks have poor lighting making the streets unwalkable
during nighttime.
Several opportunities to enhance streets are coming up: The city is
beginning a street overlay project starting in summer 2021, part of a GO
Bond project to improve surfaces and drainage. Another project the city
will be working on is an ADA compliance project with ODOT. This project
will focus on improvements in the sidewalks, where the sidewalks will be
redone, and ramps and tactile surfaces will be added making the sidewalks
ADA compliant.
The funding sources for Sand Springs are the city’s general fund, Municipal
authority and dedicated economic sales tax fund.
During a special meeting of the City Council, councilors provided insights
on their vision of downtown streetscape:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More landscaping
Patterned crosswalks and other interesting features
Level, walkable sidewalks
Fewer drainage issues
Better storefront quality and maintenance
More outdoor seating and display areas for storefronts
Expanding the streetscape improvement beyond the downtown along
key commercial corridors like 2nd Street

KEY QUESTIONS:

•
•
•
•

How can the city encourage business owners and property owners to
get involved designing, improving, maintaining, and activating new
streetscapes?
What street design strategies can help create a walkable, pedestrianengaging space? How can the street design create a lively, attractive
environment?
What street design elements can be extended along key corridors
beyond downtown to provide a cohesive gateway to downtown?
How should Sand Springs put in place a plan or guide so that future
streetscapes are implemented in phases over time?
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Historical Museum
Downtown-Triangle
City Council

Sand Springs Expressway

FIGURE 1. VICINITY OF SITE

N

1,000 FT

The site is in the heart of Downtown of Sand springs.

FIGURE 2. PROPOSED STREETS OF
DOWNTOWN TO BE DEVELOPED
Broadway street
McKinley Ave
N Main Street
E 2nd Street
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FIGURE 3. DOWNTOWN
TRIANGLE
Brick paved throughout downtown
triangle.

FIGURE 4. MURAL OF HISTORICAL TROLLEY LINE
The Sand Springs railway line which began in 1911 and later changed to electric trolley line, being the interurban
streetcar running through Sand Springs to Tulsa. This interurban streetcar was running until 1955.
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FIGURE 5. UNEVEN ROAD
AND SIDEWALK ALONG THE
MAIN STREET
Years of redoing of roads lead to
the uneven levels in roads and the
sidewalks.

FIGURE 6. STOREFRONT ALONG MAIN STREET
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FIGURE 7. TREE
WELL ALONG MAIN
STREET

FIGURE 8. BROKEN
SIDEWALKS ALONG
THE MAIN STREET
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Connectivity of spaces to businesses.
• Utilize the excess parking spaces along the curved triangle area and in
corners into areas to benefit the businesses. Identify more ways to use
those parking areas in more nontraditional ways. For example, use of
parklets, street cafes or outdoor seating for businesses to maximize the
potential use of these spaces.
• Consider limiting traffic in the curve street along the triangle park as
one-way street. Use the similar brick pavement throughout the street
which will give the cohesiveness to space along the downtown triangle.
A vegetative strip is a good way to induce landscaping within the
downtown triangle while also managing flood issues.
• Consider narrowing streets and widening sidewalk width. Narrow
sidewalks do not allow enough room for the street trees. Reducing lane
width to 10’ could create space for landscaping and outdoor seating
long the main streets.
• Approach plans to improve the facilities in the public park. Being a
significant asset to the community, it needs to be leveraged to its full
potential. Adding more shaded areas, and seating will help accentuate
the existing park and its sense of place.
• Identify opportunities to work with the business owners and
surrounding entities such as the museum, and the school.
• Establish a standard in rendering used for grant packages and sales tax
elections.
• Utilize the auto-centric development on south of the highway- try
collaborating with them to increase the foot traffic and branding the
area. For example, connect the bike path from south of the downtown
and increase the flow of people into downtown.
Approaching cohesive streetscapes through environmental resiliency.
• Identify strategies to mitigate the existing stormwater management
issue impacting the businesses. Proposing bioretention pond or
addition of green landscaping along the stormwater drainage route.
Identify ways for aesthetic improvements and water management
floods to freeways.
• Turn to Low-impact Development options for pavements or
landscaping. Such as permeable pavers over the soil trenches, allowing
water infiltration. These options are economical and environmentally
sustainable compared to concrete covering.
• Consider the option of adding continuous soil trenches for street trees
along the sidewalk. These are like bio swale, with soil covered surface
allowing the roots to breathe fresh air, for the soil compared to concrete
coverings.
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Downtown attraction through placemaking along with community
engagement.
• Leverage the public park as a landmark to create destination.
• Utilize to opportunity to use some public arts and murals. For example,
the existing mural of the interurban streetcar is good way of the city
portraying the downtown triangle’s history.
• Consider organizing farmers market or focus on public art to gather
crowd on weekends, or afternoons. This will help generate foot traffics
into the downtown. For example, Los Angeles holds weekend farmer’s
market in downtown attracting visitors and creating a gathering place
for crowds.
• Bring in more attractions, organize placemaking activities in temporary
structures. Organize events such as storytelling, events, gathering
space- to strengthen the sense of place in the area.
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Example sketches from
discussion session:
Facing page shows an
extension of brick texture
along triangle to create
new adjacent plaza
spaces. This page shows
vegetated channel and
permeable surfaces for
drainage along the curb.
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EXAMPLES
1. Rose District, downtown in Broken Arrow. A rezoned portion of

downtown Broken Arrow received a new streetscape as a key portion of
its evolution into an art and entertainment district. Located at the heart
of the city, the unique downtown has preserved its original landscape
and developed as a gathering place for residents. https://rosedistrict.
com
2. Fountain Park, Rock Hill, South Carolina. This new urban park forms a
town square at the heart of downtown Rock Hill. The park is frequently
programmed with music and festival events. https://www.cityofrockhill.
com/departments/parks-recreation-tourism/parks-facilities/fountainpark
3. Downtown Art Walk, Los Angeles. The downtown art walk, an innovative
community art festival held in Downtown, Los Angeles. Organized in
galleries in spring and main street, as well as arts displayed in outdoors.
Allows visitors to stroll through the street creating a vibrant gathering
place. Downtown Los Angeles Art Walk – Exploring the arts in DTLA and
beyond! (downtownartwalk.org)

FIGURE 9. FOUNTAIN PARK, ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
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FIGURE 10. EXAMPLE FOR PARKLETS, SAN FRANCISCO
Source: Christine Ting, Refinery29

EDMOND

(OKLAHOMA COUNTY)

DOWNTOWN ALLEYWAY ENHANCEMENT
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EDMOND
91,053

POPULATION (2018)

15.84%

POPULATION CHANGE
(2010 - 2019)

$78,692

MEDIAN HOUSE INCOME
(OKLAHOMA COUNTY: $52,855)

DIVERSITY

COMMUNITY FACTS:
3%

6%

2%

5% ASIAN NATIVE
AMERICAN
BLACK

HISPANIC

8%

SOME OTHER
RACE ALONE

75%

WHITE

•

Edmond was listed as the “Top 100
Places to Live in 2007” by Relocate
America.

•

Edmond was selected as the most
outstanding community in its
class five years in a row by the
State Chamber of Commerce.

•

Located in Edmond, the University
of Central Oklahoma is the oldest
public education institution in
Oklahoma.
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Festival Marketplace
Arcadia Lake

University of Central Oklahoma

Kickingbird Golf Club

DOWNTOWN ALLEYWAY ENHANCEMENT
The Downtown Edmond Business Association (DEBA)
seeks to create a plan to activate the downtown alleys
in a manner that will facilitate economic growth. In
collaboration with the City of Edmond, these alleyway
enhancements include improving walkability and
strengthening the area’s existing economic activities.
As an area that hosts burgeoning entertainment, the
alleyways currently serve as the following measures: 1)
means of travel for pedestrians, 2) alternative entrance for
businesses, 3) parking access, 4) public art and 5) a service
space.
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CASE STATEMENT

EDMOND
Located in Oklahoma County, north of Oklahoma City at the crossroads of
Route 66 and the Santa Fe Railroad, many considered Edmond to be the
“Crown Jewel” of Oklahoma. With an estimated area size of 87.86 square
miles and being the fifth-largest city in the State, the city hosts a number of
attractions. These attractions include the University of Central Oklahoma,
Oklahoma Christian University, Herbert W. Armstrong College, KickingBird
Golf Course, the Festival Market Place, and many more. As the city hosts
several well-known establishments, the area also accommodates many
levels of services as well as provides one of the best education programs
within the State.
Historically, the City of Edmond territory originally served as a hunting
grounds for nearby Indigenous Tribes. In 1884-1887 Congress granted rights
to build a railroad along the Unassigned Lands, and soon, development
occurred within the region. By 1889 during the Oklahoma Land Run, the
first public school was built, and by 1894, the Eagle Flouring Mill was
established. A significant turning point for Edmond was in 1936 when
President Franklin Roosevelt’s WPA program placed several projects in the
Edmond region. This includes the Gracelawn Cemetery, Edmond Historical
Society & Museum, Stephenson Park, and many more. Another memorable
turning point was in 1987, when the City of Edmond opened Arcadia Lake,
a cooperative project between the City of Edmond and the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers. Today, Edmond continues to expand its urban services to
accommodate future residents.
In 2014, the City of Edmond had adopted the 2014 Downtown Master
Plan, a plan focused on implementing a vision for a livable, healthy, and
economically vibrant center for future/current generations. Utilizing both
the 1998 Downtown Master Plan Study and the 2011 Downtown Master
Plan, the 2014 Master Plan outlines an essential framework for future
policy development as well as a guide for public funding to attract private
investments.
As part of these ongoing efforts in downtown, the City of Edmond is
turning to enhancing current alleyways to promote economic growth
as well as public placemaking. By strengthening the design, walkability,
safety, and functionality to the alleyways, the City growth as well as
public placemaking. By strengthening the design, walkability, safety, and
functionality to the alleyways, the City of Edmond envision creating an
attractive network that would accommodate future pedestrian traffic and
serve as a highly accessible pedestrian passageway for residents.

What design strategies
should be incorporated
to promote pedestrian
safety and attract future
pedestrian traffic in the
alleys?
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Currently, the alleyway functions as an alternative passageway to navigate
through the downtown entertainment district. Many of these alleyways
serve as a back entrance for local commercial/office businesses as well as
an alternative area for vehicle parking. The alleys also serves as a space to
express public art for local business owners.
However, Edmond leaders see opportunity for improvements in the alleys.
The current conditions of the alleyways exhibit inconsistency in terms of
design and width. The majority of the alleyways are not paved and have
numerous exposed utility power lines within the area, presenting further
uniformity and aesthetic concerns. In addition, automobile traffic often
speeds through some alleys, creating safety concerns. The downtown area
is also not designed to accommodate bicyclist traffic as the area does not
exhibit any dedicated bike lanes.
Edmond leaders envision an alley improvement and placemaking project
that could turn the alleys into a safe, comfortable, interesting part of the
downtown Edmond experience. Edmond aspires to downtown alleys with
the following characteristics:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Uniform and consistent paving material/width
Screened or hidden power lines
Safe for bicycle and pedestrian traffic
Low-speed and low-volume automobile traffic
Access to private parking adjacent to alleys
Enjoyable public spaces and public art

KEY QUESTIONS:
How can the alleys maintain vehicular access to private parking lots,
while also providing a good pedestrian experience and public space?
• What design strategies should be considered to mitigate the exposed
utility power lines/dumpsters?
• What kind of themes can be utilized to express the culture/theme of the
downtown area through public art and design?

•
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Boulevard Academy Alt
School
North Broadway Rd.
University of Central
Oklahoma
Edmond Police Station
Railyard

Edmond Historical
Society & Museum

FIGURE 1. VICINITY OF SITE
N
Figure 1. Illustrates the onsite amenities within
Downtown Edmond.

2,200 FT
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FIGURE 2.
SITE OVERVIEW
Figure 2. Illustrates the existing alleyways within
Downtown Edmond.

FIGURE 3.
EXISTING ALLEYWAYS
Figure 3. Depicts the existing conditions of
the alleyways within Downtown Edmond.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Include Community Involvement and Development Opportunities.
• Consider establishing a partnership/collaboration with the University
of Central Oklahoma to develop cultural themes for the downtown
alleyway. The resource team recommends contacting the University’s
art/music department for possible partnership/collaboration.
• Consider incorporating community public/performance art, music, art
studio, and gallery space within existing alleyway spaces to promote
public placemaking and economic growth.
• Consider creating a children’s play area to promote a sense of place
attachment and authentic experience for local families. The resource
team suggests creating a family orientated public space to encourage
additional pedestrian traffic and economic growth.
• Consider utilizing the rear entrance of local businesses within the
alleyway to promote an alternative gathering place.
Utilize Public Art, Lighting, Tactical Urbanism, and Traffic Calming.
• Consider installing public art on utility poles/dumpsters to improve
alleyway aesthetics. The resource team recommends utilizing public
art as a screening method due to its low-cost and scalable measure.
Additional recommendations include continuing to implement murals
or other wall art to support a harmonious architectural element within
the existing built environment.
• Consider incorporating interactive lighting to promote a sense place
attachment and public safety.
• Consider incorporating traffic calming measures such as islands, speed
bumps, speed tables, and street trees to enhance pedestrian safety.
Features that narrow the real or perceived width of the alley can
discourage fast driving and cut-through traffic.
• Consider utilizing tactical urbanism to improve the aesthetics of the
alleyways as well as to promote a space for gathering. Recommended
actions include incorporating benches, tables, and furniture. Paved
surfaces could also become murals through tactical urbanism, as shown
in the Asphalt Art Guide.
Incorporate Residential and Green Alleyways.
Consider adopting/creating housing opportunities within the
downtown alleyways. The resource team recommends incorporating
housing options to enhance alleyway function as well as placemaking
initiatives. Possible collaboration with the University of Central
Oklahoma is considered.
• Consider integrating green alley initiatives to improve alleyway function
and aesthetics. Green alleys include permeable pavements and
additional landscape vegetation.

•
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Sketches produced
during conversation.
From top: A mural made
of lighting; Landscaping
and green walls with
seating areas; Utility
poles as structure for art
installations.
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EXAMPLES
1. Tulsa Art Alley Project: The City of Tulsa is currently collaborating

2.

3.
4.

5.

with local private businesses to enhance the existing alleyway within
downtown Tulsa between 5th Street and 6th Street/Boston Avenue and
Main Street as shown in Figure 1. Similar to Edmond’s case study, the
Tulsa Art Alley Project focuses on enhancing the existing function of the
downtown alleyway as well as promote public placemaking/economic
growth. https://tulsaartalley.com/about-art-alley/
Automobile Alley: The City of Oklahoma City has recently revitalized and
revamped Broadway Avenue to accommodate local dining, specialty
shops, and immersive artistic experience. https://www.visitokc.com/
about-okc/okc-districts/automobile-alley/
Urban Alley: Urban Alley is a community initiative to implement
inspiring local art designs within the City of Norman Alleys. https://
www.facebook.com/urbanalleynorman/?ref=page_internal
Chicago Green Alley: The City of Chicago has integrated a Green
Alley Program within their existing alleyway plan. As shown in Figure
2, the program aims to integrate environmental initiatives within
existing alleyways to improve its overall transportation function and
aesthetics. Currently, the program is in phase four of the project.
https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/cdot/Green_Alley_
Handbook_2010.pdf
Sand Springs Downtown LED Lights: The City of Sand Springs has
recently incorporated an interactive LED light system within the
downtown shopping district. As shown in Figure 3, the initiative intends
to improve public safety as well as encourage tourism within the
shopping district. https://sanditepride.com/local-news/180417/sandsprings

RESOURCES
1. Asphalt Art Guide: The Asphalt Art is an initiative to incorporate

visual interventions on roadways, pedestrian spaces, and vertical
infrastructure. https://issuu.com/streetplanscollaborative/docs/asphaltart-guide
2. Main Street Altus Alley Cats: The Main Street Altus Alley Cats are
community volunteers that assist in conducting maintenance within the
alleys of Downtown Altus. https://mainstreetaltus.org/volunteers/
3. Dr. Bob Palmer: Dr. Bob Palmer is an active professor at UCO who
conducts and judges mural art within Oklahoma. https://www.
alvareviewcourier.com/story/2019/05/08/local/mural-artist-longtimeart-educator-award-winning-dr-bob-palmer-to-judge-50th-nescatungafestival/51247.html
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FIGURE 4.
TULSA ALLEY PROJECT
Figure 4. Illustrates the progress of the Tulsa
Alley Project
Source: Tulsa Alley Project Facebook page

FIGURE 5.
CITY OF SAND SPRINGS INTERACTIVE
LED LIGHTS
Figure 5. Illustrates the City of Sand Spring
interactive LED lights
Source: Sandite Pride News

FIGURE 6.
CHICAGO GREEN ALLEYWAY PROJECT

Figure 6. Illustrates the before and after picture of the
Chicago Green Alleyway Project
Source: The Laneway Project

EUFAULA

(MCINTOSH COUNTY)

LAKESHORE DRIVE MASTERPLAN
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EUFAULA
2,897

POPULATION (2019)

+ 1.9%

POPULATION CHANGE
(2010 - 2019)

$32,306

MEDIAN HOUSE INCOME
(MCINTOSH COUNTY: $37,086)

DIVERSITY
1.5%

19%

A UNIQUE TOURISTIC
DESTINATION

3.6%

ASIAN HISPANIC

NATIVE
AMERICAN

•

Eufaula is within the jurisdiction
of the federally recognized
Muskogee (Creek) Nation (Indian
Territory).

•

Lake Eufaula is the biggest lake in
Oklahoma and one of the biggest
tourist destinations in the state
during the warm months.

•

Downtown Eufaula is registered
on the National Register of
Historic Places.

1.2%

BLACK

71.7%

WHITE
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Creek Nation Casino
Downtown storefronts

Historic building
(old Foley Bank)

LAKESHORE DRIVE MASTER PLAN
As tourism grows in Eufaula especially along the lake,
there are opportunities for new development. City leaders
are seeking strategies to guide future development on
Lakeshore Drive with the goal of expanding tourism in
town and ushering in progress to the city as a whole.

Lake Eufaula
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CASE STATEMENT

EUFAULA
Located in McIntosh County, the town of Eufaula was incorporated in 1898.
The first inhabitants to occupy this land were the Muscogee people (called
Creek by European Americans). Originally from the Southeast (where is
now today Georgia and Alabama), the Muscogee were forced by the US
Government to move to Indian Territory in 1832 when the government
started to cede lands in the Southeast. After the construction of a KATY
railroad (Missouri-Kansas-Texas-Railroad) station on the site, many European
Americans were attracted to the area. The name Eufaula is named after a
Muscogee village of the same name that used to occupy the area of Eufaula
Creek, near what today is Talladega, Alabama. Today, Eufaula is located
within the Muscogee (Creek) Nation and near the borders of the Choctaw
and Cherokee Nations.
Because it is located at the shore of Lake Eufaula (the largest lake in
Oklahoma), Eufaula is known as a great tourism and recreation destination
in Oklahoma, attracting regional visitors. Eufaula is conveniently located
two hours away from both Oklahoma City and Tulsa, and 3 hours from
Dallas-Fort Worth. The lake provides many recreational opportunities such
as swimming, fishing, boating, hiking, hunting, amongst others. The town of
Eufaula attracts larger crowds during the tourist season that runs from April
to September. On the weekends, the number of people in town becomes as
much as 5x the existing population. Downtown Eufaula is also an attraction
for many visitors. It is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and it
is known for its unique businesses, antique emporiums, and dining options.
Lakeshore Drive is a scenic, meandering roadway that follows the shore
of the lake just east of downtown Eufaula. As tourism grew in Eufaula
especially around the lake, the area along the shore – specifically along
Lakeshore Drive – became attractive to developers. A number of public and
private developments have made Lakeshore Drive the center of Eufaula’s
tourist attractions. Besides all the recreational activities by the water, there’s
the Eufaula Cove Marina, where many people bring their boats – and some
even live in them. The restaurants at the marina get really crowded during
the summer. The Xtreme resort development includes an RV park, vacation
rental units, event venues, and resort-style amenities. Yogi Bear’s Jellystone
Park is a camping and RV destination on Lakeshore Drive featuring a
swimming beach, playground, minigolf, games and sports, paddle boat and
canoe rentals, and a floating amusement park on the lake. People also come
to enjoy fireworks at the lake on the 4th of July.

How can Eufaula
promote tourism
yearlong?
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With this variety of new development and opportunity, city leaders are
seeking strategies to guide new development on Lakeshore Drive with the
goal to expand tourism in town and bring progress to Eufaula.
There is a high demand for housing in Eufaula. New townhouse and
multifamily properties have recently been built near Lakeshore Drive. There
is a shortage of rental housing especially for those with moderate income,
a consequence of the demographics in the area: there’s a big gap between
the rich and the poor, with an almost nonexistent middle class. This gap
is visible spatially, since people with higher income live closer to the lake
around the area known as “the Cove”, while the lower income population
inhabits the area closer to downtown. The population of seniors is also high,
which reflects on how the economy functions. The city intends to attract
more young people and families.
While many people visit Eufaula to enjoy a summer experience at the lake,
not many of them explore what downtown has to offer. Even though there
are good dining options and local businesses, it is noticeable that there is a
lack of connectivity between the lake and downtown. One of the goals of
the city is to enhance this connectivity and promote tourism downtown. An
existing feature that could be explored in order to supply this need is the
extension of an existing walking trail built by the Muscogee (Creek) Nation.
The trail ends at the ball fields on the shore, and the city sees the potential
for this trail to connect different areas of town and also to promote exercise
and health in the population. The city also demonstrated great interest in
promoting alternative types of transportation – bikes, scooters, golf carts –
in order to ease the movement of people through town.
Besides the spatial gap, tourism in Eufaula also faces a seasonal gap during
the year. Most tourists visit Eufaula during the summer, so another goal of
the city is to explore opportunities to generate economic activities through
tourism during the fall and winter months. Out-of-season events currently
include the “Whole Hog Days” – an event that happens once a year with
parades, rodeo, arts and crafts – and Christmas events, which the town has
started to invest in.
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KEY QUESTIONS:

•
•
•
•
•

What strategies can the city of Eufaula use to manage growth and
development along Lakeshore Drive, while balancing the needs of the
existing residents and property owners?
How can Lakeshore Drive become a public destination that enhances
social capital for all of Eufaula’s diverse residents?
How to make Eufaula attractive to young people and families?
How can Lakeshore Drive and downtown Eufaula become
complementary, connected destinations that form an urban lakeside
experience for visitors?
What design and programming strategies could help Eufaula reduce the
disparity of tourist activity between summer and winter, and promote
tourism yearlong?

Ball Fields
Lakeshore Drive

Wetland
Park
Pavilion

The Cove
Eufaula Cove
Marina
Xtreme
Resort
Jellystone
Water Park

Eufaula Historic Business District
Lakeshore Drive

N

FIGURE 1. SITE MAP
The site map shows Downtown Eufaula, Lakeshore
Drive, and its amenities.
Source: OpenStreetMaps, adapted.
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FIGURE 2. AERIAL VIEW OF DOWNTOWN EUFAULA AND LAKESHORE DRIVE ATTRACTIONS
Source: Image from Xtreme Resort

FIGURE 3. VIEW OF SCENIC
LAKESHORE DRIVE AND
WALKING TRAIL
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FIGURE 4. VIEW OF SCENIC LAKESHORE DRIVE AND WALKING TRAIL

FIGURE 5. NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ON LAKESHORE DRIVE.
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FIGURE 6. VIEW OF THE EUFAULA COVE MARINA FROM THE PAVILION

FIGURE 7. SIDE VIEW OF THE
EUFAULA COVE MARINA
AND RESTAURANT
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FIGURE 8. HISTORIC DOWNTOWN

FIGURE 9. NEW 3D MURAL IN DOWNTOWN EUFAULA
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Establish physical connections
• Identify destinations within Eufaula: downtown, Main Street, Creek
Nation Casino, the Marinas, Wetland Park, etc. Create a plan to connect
these destinations.
• Extend Lakeshore Drive as a trail for joggers, walkers, and bikers. Having
a loop is important so people don’t have to backtrack, and it also plays a
role in leading people from one destination to another.
• Implement a local bike share program that would allow residents and
tourists to experience Eufaula’s unique urban and natural features
and destinations. Partnering with local businesses is a good way to
start-off this program. Here’s a “Bike Library” example in Kansas: http://
thriveallencounty.org/news/thrive-innovative-rural-bike-share/
Explore natural tourism opportunities
Explore what nature has to offer, such as bird watching, wildlife
watching, and native plant exploration. The wetland area and the lake
are rich natural environments with great potential for those activities.
• Invest in bird watching as it is a lucrative market. Bird watchers are the
type of tourists that tend to be high spend and stay in a destination for a
long time. They are respectful of the natural environment. The migration
period of the birds – fall and spring – can be an attractive to extend the
tourism season in Eufaula. Oklahoma is also a major hawk flythrough.

•

Delve into management and marketing
Generate programming and activities. Coordinate events with each
other so they don’t happen in isolation and create synergy instead.
Create packages of activities that tie into each other.
• Involve the community in those events in order to build momentum
and boost attendance rates.
• Advertise events happening in Eufaula at the Travel OK website calendar
(travelok.com) and in any other websites related to the events. It is
important for Eufaula to be on the map when tourists are looking for a
specific activity or event.
• Make connections with the tourist groups and communities that
Eufaula wants to attract. For instance, the naturalist at the state parks
can assist in connecting Eufaula to the nature-oriented tourist groups.
If promoting races and runs, make sure to advertise them at the
appropriate websites.

•

Build-up and plan
Push for a robust planning effort that involves the community
and explains the changes that the city is promoting. Empower the

•
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•
•

•

community members so they can share their views on how the
proposed changes will affect them and how they believed the city
should support them. Make sure everybody feels included.
Discuss with the local chamber what could be done to benefit existing
businesses that are not focused on tourism, and maybe explore ways to
orient these existing businesses to tourism as well.
Explore the idea of implementing a Tourism Improvement District: it
creates parameters around a district where different areas are taxed
at different rates, allowing the money that comes from tourism to be
invested back on tourism.
Focus on the lakefront area in the comprehensive plans in order to
optimize investments in infrastructure.

RESOURCES
1. Travel OK: Travel Oklahoma gathers information for tourism in

Oklahoma, like destinations, events, places to stay, dining, etc. Cities and
Towns can advertise on the website for free. https://www.travelok.com/
2. Facebook groups are a great way to find the specific type of tourist
you’re looking for.
3. Audubon: The National Audubon Society protects birds and the places
they need, today and tomorrow, throughout the Americas using
science, advocacy, education, and on-the-ground conservation. They
have guides and resources on how to get into birding and ways to
involve the communities in national bird counts. https://www.audubon.
org/
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FIGURE 10. SHAWN SCHAEFER’S DIAGRAM
Diagram showing the potential destinations in
Eufaula and possible connections to be made. It
includes an extension of Lakeshore Drive creating
a loop that connects to Main Street.
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STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN
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ASIAN DISTRICT
3,173

POPULATION (2018)

+43.76%

POPULATION CHANGE
(2010 - 2019)

$29,922

MEDIAN HOUSE INCOME
(OKLAHOMA COUNTY: $52,855)

DIVERSITY

COMMUNITY FACTS:

3%

11%

2%
NATIVE
AMERICAN OTHER

•

Asian District is home to the
State’s largest population of Asian
Descendants, predominately
Vietnamese.

•

Asian District is known as the
central location to host many
authentic international cuisine.

•

Asian District was once known as
“Little Saigon” but later changed
to Asian District in 2005.

•

Home of the Asian Night Market.

BLACK

12%

HISPANIC

26%

ASIAN

46%

WHITE
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The Milk Bottle Grocery
The Asian District Gateway

Super Cao Nguyen Market

Night Market Festival

STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN
The Asian District seeks to produce a strategic action plan
highlighting enhancement along the Classen Boulevard
right-of-way, between NW 23rd Street and NW 30th Street.
The objective of these proposed enhancements includes
promoting public placemaking as well as pedestrian
safety. Proposed measures include planting trees and
public art amenities.
Currently, the Asian District is deemed unsafe by
pedestrians as the area is in close proximity to a commuter
corridor, as well as a lack of pedestrian amenities. It has
been estimated that Classen Boulevard has an average
daily traffic count of over 27,000 trips.
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CASE STATEMENT

ASIAN DISTRICT
Long before settlers founded Oklahoma City, aboriginal Tribal nations
inhabited the land’s vast region. It was not until 1889, when western settlers
began to migrate to the area and soon development occurred within the
region. Since the Land Run, Oklahoma City grew rapidly as the capital of
a new state. Today, Oklahoma City currently encompasses several diverse
commercial districts that exhibit distinct unique cultural themes. One
of these commercial districts is the Asian District, an area known for its
authentic international goods.
Located within the northwest region of Oklahoma City, the Asian District
currently holds the State’s largest concentration of Asian descendants,
predominately Vietnamese. This is due to the historic event of the Fall of
Saigon in 1975, as approximately 7,000 Vietnamese refugees migrated to
the neighborhoods along North Classen Boulevard. During this period,
immigrant entrepreneurs purchased blighted commercial properties
and opened an influx of retail stores, providing authentic cuisines and
merchandise. Unofficially known as “Little Saigon” for several decades, the
community officially adopted the name “Asian District” to reflect the diverse
contemporary community of Chinese, Laotian, Cambodian, Thai, Korean,
Hmong, Filipino, Indian, Turkish, and Vietnamese Americans inhabiting the
area. Since the birth of the Asian District, the area became a centralized
location for authentic international goods as well as one of the fourteen
districts incorporated within the Urban Design Overlay.
With an estimated area size of 83.93 acres, the Asian District encompasses
several onsite amenities. These amenities include international cuisines,
supermarkets, retail boutiques, Brothers in Arms Memorial, Military Park,
Lunar Moon Festival, and many more. As an ongoing effort to promote
the revitalization and enhancement of the urban environment, the Asian
District has conducted the following measures: 1) formed a non-profit
district management organization, 2) completed a streetscape project on
Classen Boulevard with Asian-inspired design features, and 3) created a
special Urban Design Overlay criteria that promotes architecture initiatives
consistent with the district’s long-term vision.
Today, representatives from the Asian District seek to formulate a strategic
action plan to promote pedestrian safety and public placemaking along the
following proposed areas: 1) Classen Boulevard right-of-way and 2) Military
Park. Currently, the following proposed area is deemed unsafe by locals
due to the lack of screening/pedestrian amenities, as the area is in close
proximity to a high-speed corridor. In addition, the area generates excessive

What design strategies
should be incorporated
to promote a pedestrianfriendly environment?
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traffic noise, furthering concerns of safety and public placemaking.
The Asian District representatives envision creating an area that exhibits a
safe and comfortable pedestrian experience along the Classen Boulevard
right-of-way and Military Park. The representatives from the Asian District
aspire to have the following characteristics within the proposed strategic
plan:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide additional installation of trees/art along the Classen Boulevard
right-of-way;
Enhance safety measures along Classen Boulevard crosswalks;
Screening around Military Park to mitigate automobile traffic/noise
concerns;
Installation of light fixtures/shelter/art within Military Park ;
Provide awning within existing benches within Military Park;
Installation of district signage around site.

Identified partners for this particular project include the following 1) Asian
District Cultural Association, 2) Urban Land Institute of Oklahoma, 3) OKC
Beautiful, 4) City of Oklahoma City and 5) Neighborhood Alliance of Central
Oklahoma.
KEY QUESTIONS:
What design strategies should be incorporated to promote a
pedestrian-friendly environment?
• What design strategies should be considered to mitigate the excess
traffic near Classen Boulevard?
• What kind of themes can be utilized to further express the culture/
theme of the Asian District?
• What design strategies should be considered to promote public
placemaking?

•
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Classen Blvd.
Fairlawn Cemetery
Association
Chinatown Supermarket
Super Cao Nguyen
Military Park
Milk Bottle Grocery
Gold Dome

FIGURE 1. VICINITY OF SITE

N

Illustrates the onsite amenities around the vicinity of
the Asian District

1,420 FT
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FIGURE 2.
MILITARY PARK
Illustrates the existing
amenities within Military
Park.

FIGURE 3.
CLASSEN BOULEVARD
Illustrates Classen
Boulevard within the
Asian District
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Include Community Involvement and Development Opportunities

•

•

•

Consider getting input on projects by collaborating with residents and
community members. The resource team recommends poster-style
surveys in frequently visited places, like the grocery store, to gather
community input and to identify and prioritize what amenities are
needed within the area.
Explore the four-point approach advocated by the National Main
Street Program as a model to continue the work of the Asian District
Association. The four-approach system includes the following: 1)
Organization, 2) Promotion, 3) Design, and 4) Economic Vitality.
Consider increasing the urban density within the existing vacant lots.
The resource team recommends incorporating uses such as denser
housing, Asian Cuisine, State Agencies, Oklahoma Music Conservatory,
and Churches as a means to infill existing vacant lots and underutilized
buildings.

Utilize Alternative Screening Measures

•

•

•

Plant trees, install landscaping, or create public art along sidewalks
that connect the Asian District to adjacent residential areas. These
features can also screen large parking lots to minimize their impact on
walkability.
Consider utilizing alternative vegetation as a means to provide
screening along Classen Boulevard. The resource team recommends
utilizing the 2016 Trees and Plants for Oklahoma (link on next page)
to find culturally relevant and appropriate plant species for the Asian
District. Additional recommendations include a collaboration with the
City to consider exceptions of certain plant species within the district
overlay.
Consider utilizing a community garden within Military Park to provide
additional screening and placemaking initiatives.

Incorporate Lane Diet and Tactical Urbanism Measures

•

•

Consider utilizing bolder, painted crosswalks, possibly with a diverse
set of color schemes, for the existing crosswalks on Classen Boulevard
to improve visibility. The resource team recommends incorporating
this measure to increase public safety as well as promote district
placemaking.
The resource team examined the moderate traffic volume associated
with a 6-lane Classen Boulevard and recommends testing or studying
the potential to reduce the vehicle lanes to four.
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Example sketches from
discussion session. From
top: Screening sidewalks
from streets and parking
lots with landscaping
materials; Decorative
crosswalks and lane diets.
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Example sketch from
discussion session.
Public art with lighting;
decorative crosswalks
with bold high visibility
markings.

RESOURCES

1. Main Street Movement: The Main Street Movement is a collective action

to promote preservation-based economic development and community
revitalization. https://www.mainstreet.org/home
2. 2016 Trees and Plants for Oklahoma City: In 2016, Oklahoma City adopted a list of tree and plant material for developers to use as a reference
guide for future development. https://www.okc.gov/home/showdocument?id=5485
3. Oklahoma Route 66: Route 66 currently runs through the project area.
https://oklahomaroute66.com/
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EXAMPLES
FIGURE 5. DOWNTOWN
EUCLID’S CROSSWALK
Figure 5. Illustrates an example of a
crosswalk with a diverse set of color
schemes in Downtown Euclid, OH
Source: Ali the Architect, Portfolio

FIGURE 6. COMMUNITY
GARDEN IN FRANKLIN PARK
Figure 6. Illustrates an example of a
community garden in Franklin Park
Conservatory and Botanical Garden in
Columbus, Ohio
Source: MKSK - Landscape Architecture,
Urban Design, Planning

RESOURCE TEAM

PRESENTATIONS

GINA SOFOLA | SOFOLA ASSOCIATES

DIVERSITY IN PLANNING & BUILDING OUR BUILT ENVIRONMENT.
FRED SCHMIDT | FSB ARCHITECTS

THERE ARE NO BAD IDEAS.
KELLY TOMPKINS | HIVE APPEAL

IT’S ALL ABOUT EXPERIENCES.
AJ KIRKPATRICK | ADG

DREAM BIG, START SMALL.
PAULINA BAEZA | TULSA PLANNING OFFICE, INCOG

PRIORITIZE WITH DATA AND OUTREACH.
SHAWN SCHAEFER | URBAN DESIGN STUDIO AT OU-TULSA

USE THE WALKABILITY ISSUE TREE TOOL.
STACY THOMAS | OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

CREATE AUTHENTIC, LOCAL EXPERIENCES.
BRET BETNAR | THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA

WORK WITH NATURE.
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DIVERSITY IN PLANNING & BUILDING OUR BUILT ENVIRONMENT.
In response to the heightened awareness of racial injustices happening locally and across our
nation, more diversity and inclusion topics have been spotlighted in built environment professions.
Professionals are having discussions, trainings, and more on how to reckon with its role in inequity
challenges while learning best practices on how to promote a more just future through the built form.
The profession hasn’t done a good job at telling everyone’s story, and it is more important now that
even to understand how to integrate diversity and inclusion into community practices to develop
more inclusive and culturally aware cities.

LESSONS
•
•
•
•
•

•

Deep, reflective listening and intentional engagement strategies are key in building trust with
residents. It is critical to help residents understand process and how their hopes and desires can
realistically be honored and translated.
Be able to identify assets along with communities and work within their context. Strive to
understand why certain aspects of their culture is important to them and how that can inform
your plans and designs
Identify unique engagement methods that help residents feel comfortable and make the process
enjoyable.
Be transparent and educate on expectations, and how the community’s voices will inform plans
and outcomes.
Understand the importance that culture has in validating people’s identities and lived experiences.
Each day we walk around in environments that reflect euro-centric culture and history. When
culture is erased from the built environment it sends a message that these cultures don’t matter
and that they don’t belong.
Cities are in competition for residents and resources. With heightened mobility through
technology, people can be more selective about where they live, work, and play. Identifying
opportunities to create unique experiences through diversity and culture can help cities
economically thrive and compete with other cities.

EXAMPLES
•
•

NE OK Storytelling Project engaged NE OKC residents on how to share their stories and preserve
them digitally. The digital stories will become a resource for people who want to do work in NE
OKC and help them understand cultural context
Lusaka, Zambia. Lack of community engagement caused significant design and programming
challenges for the Family Tree that stripped residents of their cultural identity. Through community
engagement the team was able to help better inform the second phase of their development
while providing a cultural context.
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THERE ARE NO BAD IDEAS.
All of us spend our whole lives in the built environment, from our childhood to raising our families
to our old age. Therefore, the quality design of the built environment has a major impact on our
communities and our personal lives. We are all stewards of this built environment, and we have an
obligation to create public awareness about the virtues of a good built environment, and to focus on
quality, sustainable design.
Successful design and planning efforts have common threads, and based on Fred’s experience leading
projects at FSB Architects, a lot of this success is all about the earliest stages of a project. Fred shared
some insights into the early stages of a design process.
Engage in a peer tour: Seek out similar communities and projects that you can actually plan a visit
to. Take a group that represents all the stakeholders and implementers who will be involved in your
project. Communities will be open to sharing their experiences, successes, and lessons learned, and it
will help you learn about the right approach before you begin the project.
Understand the community, instead of the project: We must have a shared understanding of the
client before the design project. Where are they coming from? What’s the history? What are the values?
What are the challenges? What are the visions for the future? You can help a design team understand
your community by planning a cultural immersion event for the team. During one FSB project with
the Choctaw Nation, the client helped prepare a 2-day event sharing history, language, culture, foods,
stories, symbolism, songs, and dances for the design team.
Meet with a broad variety of stakeholders: Always include brainstorming with many people, and
invite them into the process by using interactive, engaging activities. Make sure that you set the rule
that there are no bad ideas, and that everyone should take a turn at participating. This is the way to
get a diversity of ideas, concerns, passions, and open brainstorming about possibilities.
Define your resources more broadly: Your resources are not just limited to grants and funding.
People, businesses, and organizations from your community and other communities can also be a
resource to a project.
Capture ideas graphically: During the process, include visual representation of ideas and concepts.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT EXPERIENCES.
For places where they want to live or visit, people are looking for uncommon experiences, genuine
connections, and unexpected enjoyment. Placemaking activities can help create the right conditions
for these connections to be made. Many of the activities and strategies Kelly developed for Main Street
Enid, and continues to develop at Hive Appeal, were built around questions: How do we get people to
walk down that sidewalk? How do we help people discover more downtown businesses? How can we
get people to use that park? How can we make people feel a connection to a project, and feel like they
were part of something?
Kelly shared key lessons from her perspective on the placemaking process:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observe, watch, and listen. Look with fresh eyes and learn what people are saying so you can find
ways to fix problems.
Form partnerships with the organizations that care about the issue you’re trying to solve.
Invite and involve people who are not normally included. Especially include artists; They are
creative problem solvers who are used to working on a budget.
Test concepts with temporary materials to build incrementally and gain support.
Create an experience that engages all the senses: sight, sound, touch, taste, smell.
Activate spaces to create a reason for people to show up.
Promote and take photos, or else it never happened!
Watch what happens, observe, adjust, and keep watching. See what people say and continue
improving.

Spread activities across the place: Events that create activities or stations spread throughout a
park or downtown area encourage people to move, explore, and discover spaces. Examples in Enid
included the Enid Maker Trail, Main Street Clue, and Main Street Mini Golf.
• Maker Trail: Main Street Enid created a series of activity stations throughout downtown, where
people could learn skills like fabrication or coding. The centerpiece of the event was that people
could participate in building a giant geodesic dome.
• Main Street Clue: Based on the board game Clue, Main Street Enid created a local version of the
game using local characters, history, and locations. In order to create a theory of the case and solve
the mystery, people had to explore downtown to find locations and characters.
• Main Street Mini Golf: Stores throughout downtown created their own mini-golf holes in front of
their storefronts, often using materials and items found in their stores. People could move through
downtown to complete the golf course.
Identify how you can invite a new group of people: Think of a group of people and create a
program that appeals to them. For example, Main Street Enid tried out attracting dog people, because
people love going places with their dog. They had dog-themed events, created a dog-friendly
downtown map showing businesses that were friendly to pets, and installed amenities to make
downtown friendly to dog-walking. What other groups would come to your space with an invitation,
and just a few changes to program or amenities?
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Make it look like something’s happening: Flags, banners, and landscaping help create a sense
of appeal and make a space look lively. In Enid, custom bike racks were created that also included
historical photos and information about the site where the bike rack was placed. Enid also tested a
road diet for a major street using temporary and recycled materials.
Let people participate, and be part of things to create connections: People want to feel a
connection to their place, and if we can help establish those connections and memories, it helps make
them want to stay.
• Main Street Enid created a paint by numbers mural where 75 people got to participate in the
painting of a colorful mural. Now, they have a sense of ownership and pride in downtown every
time they see the mural.
• Hive Appeal continues to include some way where customers or community members can be
part of the creation of artwork: They almost always include a paint party as part of the mural
installation
• You could also have people make little objects related to the mural. During one mural featuring
flowers, people could show up to craft little flowers out of art supplies to take home.
• Hive Appeal is experimenting with augmented reality using smart phones to create an extra
dimension to a mural.
Make a map or tour route: Maps of trails, public art, or other features help people create their own
self-guided tour of your space. You can also create a guided tour route based on information in the
map.
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DREAM BIG, START SMALL.
The city of Oklahoma City, like many cities, is currently undergoing a renaissance. Consistently ranked
one of the top cities for professionals to live and work, the city has big visions to continue to bring in
the needed investments and development to retain and recruit residents, employment industries, and
to overall promote increased quality of life.
In the 1980’s and spanning into the early 90’s, the city faced several challenges and crises in the
downtown area. These created issues such as dilapidated and forgotten spaces, a deteriorating
economic base, and a lack of residents, and was in dire need to be revitalized. Due to investments like
the Metropolitan Areas Projects (MAPS), districting strategies, and public/private partnerships, the
city is on the rise and has been able to execute large scale projects that have brought residents and
businesses back to the downtown area and has increased quality of life for the community.

LESSONS
•
•
•
•

Don’t be afraid to dream big while understanding that the bigger the dream the more people you
must involve. Buy-in from residents is critical and sometimes tough conversations must be a part
of that process.
While dreaming big, don’t be afraid to start small. Tactical urbanism strategies can help cities
execute lighter, quicker, cheaper projects that have immediate impacts.
Crowdsourcing is a strategy that cities can also use to help bring in ideas and the financial
resources to leverage projects.
Identify the unique aspects of your community that makes your community different. Too often
cities fall into the pressure of doing things like everyone else does and end up recreating the
same experiences across different cities. However, people don’t want repeated experiences across
different cities. Don’t be afraid to be different.

EXAMPLES
Crowdsourcing: The city of OKC crowdsourced ideas to improve the downtown area. Instead of
hiring a company to come paint underpasses white with no character, they were able to save money,
support a local artist, and have a unique mega mural painted on one of the underpasses. This has set
an expectation to do this for all underpasses and has opened further opportunities for the artist.
Dream Big: Core to Shore Masterplan. This plan guided the planning from the downtown area to the
river and includes projects like Scissortail Park; a community asset to residents from all backgrounds.
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PAULINA BAEZA | TULSA PLANNING OFFICE, INCOG

PRIORITIZE WITH DATA AND OUTREACH.
There are often many needs associated with a large, strategic community project. How do we know
where to begin? How do we prioritize the use of limited resources and make the most impactful
investments? Paulina shared examples of how her work at the Tulsa Planning Office makes use of
outreach, guiding principles, and data to better allocate resources and get more in return.
Use guiding principles and data to prioritize: First, understand what you are hoping to achieve
through a project. Guiding principles help keep the project on track. Guiding principles can be
translated into key indicators or data that can help measure existing conditions. Ultimately, this data
can lead to effective prioritization of implementation.
Use regional government for help with data, or create your own: You can utilize your regional
council of governments to get access to data and assistance with mapping. Also, data isn’t just limited
to statistics you can find on the Census; You can create your own data through field work or surveys.
Data reveals areas of need: The City of Tulsa had a backlog of streetlight requests. In the past, the
city had done streetlights on a first-come, first-served basis from citizen requests. However, there were
many areas of the city in need of streetlights where residents were less likely to contact local officials
with their request. Instead of waiting on citizen requests, the city created an approach using data
about areas with higher crime, higher levels of walking or taking transit, etc., to proactively identify
places with the greatest needs for lighting.
Data helps focus energy and effort: During the Plan 66 effort, the City of Tulsa was planning to
update its master plan for its 30-mile stretch of Route 66. Spreading the available resources evenly
across all 30 miles might not have resulted in the most impactful use of funds. Instead, the city used
data about landmarks, assets, and opportunities on the 30-mile corridor to propose high-priority
locations. Then, residents reviewed and commented on the findings to help confirm areas of priority
for Route 66 investment.
Data leads to informed decision-making: During planning for Tulsa’s second BRT route, the city
had to choose between numerous streets for a potential alignment. The city created teams of
stakeholders, defined guiding principles, and examined feasibility factors for each route. Ultimately,
based on principles like equity, economic impact, and cost, each potential BRT alignment got a score.
Stakeholders helped inform the effort and confirm the top-scoring alternative.
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SHAWN SCHAEFER | URBAN DESIGN STUDIO AT OU-TULSA

USE THE WALKABILITY ISSUE TREE TOOL.

Walkability and pedestrian-friendly environments are often central to community design projects.
How can we help community members learn to think about walkability while helping us evaluate
walkability in their neighborhood. Shawn shared the Walkability Issue Tree, a tool developed by the
Urban Design Studio with the Tulsa Health Department.
The Walkability Issue Tree could be used for community engagement and assessment of an area’s
walkability. It could also be used as a checklist or process guide during a design process for a
streetscape. It could be applied to a neighborhood, downtown, or district setting.
The Walkability Issue Tree starts with the basic question, “How walkable is your neighborhood?”
From there, this one-page chart walks you step by step through items you should think about when
evaluating walkability, broken into four big ideas.
Convenience: This portion of the issue tree focuses on the convenience of walking. Are there
destinations like businesses, places of worship, public services, and facilities within a 10-minute (1/2
mile) walk? Is there some density of housing, jobs, or population? Does the street network include
lots of connections in a grid pattern, or are there many barriers and dead ends? Are sidewalks or trails
present? Can you find your way with street lights and wayfinding signs?
Safety: This portion of the issue tree helps evaluate feelings and perceptions of safety when
walking. This includes the type and design of sidewalk and crosswalk infrastructure- Is the sidewalk
appropriately designed to make people feel safe with the traffic volume and speed of vehicles on the
street? The perceptions and appearance of the area also factor into safety. Does the area look and feel
like it is safe from crime, and are there other people around?
Accessibility: While we might think immediately of people with disabilities when we hear the word,
accessibility is for everyone. What material is used for the walking surface, and is it well-maintained in
good condition? Are there obstructions in the walking surface like utility poles, tree branches, missing
ramps, or cracks? Is the sidewalk wide enough for people to pass?
Comfort: The street can also make people feel comfortable walking. Are there protections in place
that make it feel comfortable in various climate conditions like heat, cold, or wind? Strategies like
trees or building orientation can help create shade or block wind. Are there places to rest, site, or take
advantage of amenities like trash cans? Are there parks, transit, and public art that make walking more
comfortable and interesting?
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STACY THOMAS | OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

CREATE AUTHENTIC, LOCAL EXPERIENCES.
Tourism is intrinsically place-based and provides a plethora of opportunities for cities to compete,
thrive economically, and attract visitors to their communities. Responsible for being the top
employer in 23 states, and the second top employer in the others, tourism is a vital component of the
sustainability and quality of life for cities, and it’s important for them to be able to identify resources,
assets, and characteristics that create unique experiences for visitors. Rurism, a newer tourism trend
that is attracting people to more rural, local communities with authentic and unique experiences, has
created opportunities for smaller cities to become big competitors in this industry and create revenue
streams for their communities.

LESSONS
Placed-based Economic Development & Tourism:
• Identify the resources and assets in a community, and how can they be commercialized
• Collaborate with other businesses and communities to help bring visitors in and have a unique,
marketable experience
• Use local culture, stories, and history as your guide, but don’t be afraid to innovate and create new
experiences that honor that history but bring in something new
• Small communities have what people are looking for in terms of unique, authentic small-town
experiences. It’s important for cities to understand how they can create those experiences for
visitors in their own unique way
• Get creative and identify the storytellers in your community that can share context and fun
components of your community
• Trends in visitor attractions include food, culture, art, outdoor spaces, and pet friendly
establishments and activities. Identify ways your community can tap into these arenas, meet the
needs for special accommodations, and stay unique
• People are documenting everything they do through geotagging photos and hashtags on social
media. Ensure that social media is incorporated into your tourism plans.

EXAMPLES
Wine and shine tour: “Wine, Shine and Stein tour in Tennessee. Three businesses, a winery, brewery,
and distillery collaborated to create a tour experience with their different businesses, also known as
the booze cruise. Despite the distance between the three businesses that spanned 50 miles, they
worked together to create a unique and fun experience that benefited each business.
Arts and Agriculture: Identifying ways your community can connect the big industry of agriculture
in the state to attract visitors. Products, events, and activities related to agriculture can collectively
contribute to unique experiences.
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WORK WITH NATURE.

Landscape architects play a vital role in translating ideas into spatial realities. While keeping the
delicate balance of urbanizing places with the environmental impacts at the forefront, landscape
architects help us to create functional ecosystems that address the needs of both people and the
environments in which we live. It’s important for built environment professionals to understand the
spatial thinking processes in order to develop unique solutions and strategies for residents while
keeping the environment safe and intact.

LESSONS
•

•
•
•
•

Cities manage where people can go and where they have access. In order to best inform these
decisions, it’s important for professionals to listen and speak with the locals, experience the space
through their lens, and explore these areas. Walking and taking pictures can be an effective way to
explore.
Understand the context of nature and the environment; what will work, not work, and what can be
realistically sustained.
Identify how technology can play a role for efficiency and be mendable for adaptability purposes
Minimize overhead and management so people can have unique, self-guided, flexible experiences
in space.
Identify how your work can continue to foster community engagement to inform future plans and
to keep the project relevant to its users.

EXAMPLE
Scotts Bluff National Monument: Physical trails are hard in this park due to significant erosion, but
visitors were wanting new pathways to explore the area. In collaboration with the NPA, residents, and
students, the team used GIS to develop e-Trails; an app system where people could follow trails with
the app as their guide. This allowed visitors to walk through the park at any time and for the trails to be
adapted as needed.
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CONCLUSION + NEXT STEPS
This program resulted in two days of rich conversation, with participants
from 8 culturally and geographically diverse Oklahoma communities and
our resource teams of 8 Oklahoma-based professionals.
We discussed many types of projects during these retreats, but a couple
of themes rose to the top no matter the project:
Quality communities approach their challenges and opportunities by
inviting feedback and ideas from residents at all stages of project
development.
• Quality communities need accessible, shared public spaces where
people can gather or program events.
• Quality communities have a long term vision, but can identify ways to
start with lighter, quicker, cheaper changes.
• Quality communities visit and learn from other places that have
experienced the same types of projects.
•

Hopefully, these conversations have resulted in a new ideas and energy
for participants and resource team members so they can achieve their
goals. The facing page has some common resources for funding.
On behalf of the University of Oklahoma Institute for Quality Communities,
we thank you for your participation in this new program. First, we are
grateful to community partners for bringing their local projects forward
for conversation. We are also grateful to our resource team, for sharing
their time and expertise to make both retreats valuable discussions.
Finally, we must thank our sponsors at the Mayors’ Institute on City
Design and the Oklahoma Municipal League for their financial support to
the program.
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FUNDING & RESOURCES - PUBLIC SPACES
Local Contributions
Local contributions may come from a variety
of sources. Check with local businesses, service
providers, banks, utility providers, nearby auto
dealerships, charitable foundations, etc. Don’t
forget the value of in-kind contributions of
materials, equipment, and labor from skilled local
workers.
Land & Water Conservation Fund Grant
Oklahoma Tourism & Recreation Department
Division of State Parks
Susan Henry, Grant Administrator
(405) 522-9521
susan.henry@travelok.com
The Division of State Parks distributes the federal
funds for this grant. The grant reimburses up
to 50% of expenses from projects that include
acquisition of land and/or development
of outdoor recreation facilities. Facilities
might include sports facilities, playgrounds,
campgrounds, trails, swimming facilities, splash
pads, etc.
Recreational Trails Program
(Same Contact Info as Above)
This grant reimburses up to 80% of the costs of
developing a recreational trail with a 20% local
match.
Transportation Alternatives Program
Oklahoma Department of Transportation
https://www.ok.gov/odot/Doing_Business/Local_
Government_Resource_Center/Transportation_
Alternatives_Program_(TAP)/index.html
This program funds downtown enhancements
near state highways from federal funds.

Placemaking Grant
National Association of Realtors
https://realtorparty.realtor/community-outreach/
placemaking
Up to $5,000 is available for placemaking
activities. The local Realtor Association must be
engaged in order to apply.
TSET Healthy Incentive Grants for
Communities
https://tset.ok.gov/content/healthycommunities-incentive-grants
Sponsored by Oklahoma’s Tobacco Settlement
Endowment Trust, these funds can construct
public facilities related to health and wellness,
like walking trails, farmers markets, or sports and
recreation facilities. After meeting certain criteria,
communities become eligible for varying levels
of funds. Communities that are more proactive
about healthy living policies are eligible for more
funds.
AARP Community Challenge
AARP Livable Communities
https://www.aarp.org/livable-communities/
community-challenge/
The AARP Community Challenge funds over
150 community projects each year. The
program funds projects for public space, bike/
walk mobility, and housing that have fast
implementation schedules.
Rural Economic Action Plan (REAP)
Grand Gateway Economic Development
Association
REAP Grants are authorized by the Oklahoma
Legislature for funding small, rural communities
with less than 7,000 in population. GGEDA
manages distribution of these funds in Mayes
County. Grants do not require a local match,
and can be used for a wide variety of public
projects including transportation and community
buildings.
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